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Some properties of the radiating aperture superdirectionality.

L. A. Vengrovich 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. (L A Wengrowicr). Institute of the fundamental problems

the Polish Academy technique of Sciences. Warsaw. ENDFOCTNOTE.

In the work is derived the integral equation, which connects the

excitable in the aperture electric field with the transverse

component of magnetic field. Solution Cf integral equation and

introduction of equivalent outlines gives the possibility

subsequently to compute total ;cwer flux through the slot and the

energy, accumulated in its vicinity.

On this foundation is introduced the measure of

superdiractionality, which makes it possible to judge physical

limitations, to radiaticn/emissicn. The theory presented illustrate

the results of numerical calculations.
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Introduction.

It is long ago already known that the equations of Maxwell admit

the solutions which independert cf the sizes/dimensions of the

region, occupied by sources, they represent the arbitrarily

concentrated radiation field.

These solutions, called superdirecticnal, were for the first

tiae noticed by Oseen [ 1] and, fcr a while later, they were confirmed

by Fradin (2]. Since then they attract attention as independent

problem or in connection with the tasks of the synthesis of radiating

systems.

Their characteristic feature is the presence of the highest

types of fields, accompanied t the large accumulation of quadergy in

the vicinity of sources.

To the initially superdirectional solutions was paid

considerable attention. Still until recently there was an opinion

about the advisability of using the superdirectional solutions fcr an

increase in the efficiency In artenna radiation. There is a very vast

literature, which concerns a question of superdirectionality; in the
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accompanying bibliography is connected only its small part.

In the present work let us attempt to explain the physical

limitations, inherent in electrcuagnetic radiation of the aperture in

the form of slct in the infinite ideally conducting screen. As the

fundamental mathematical apparatus is accepted the Fourier transform

that it brings this work clcsez to those, in which is utilized the

representation of field with the help of the spectrum of plane waves

[8], [9] and [11]; however in ccntrast to them task is reduced here

to the integral equaticn.

Page 21.

As a result expression for the power flux through the slot and other

results they are obtained here directly, without resorting to

concepts and methods, connected with the mentioned representation.

These results are given tc the fcrm, which makes it possible to

perform numerical calculaticns.

Fundamental prerequisites/premises.

Radiating system is shcun in Fig. 1. It consists of ideally

conducting flat/plane screen y=O, in which along x axis is

symmetrically arranged/located the slot by width 2a. By thickness of
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screen negligible. Be examined thera will be only fields of the type

E, i.e., the electric field, Farallal to the edges of slot. It is

proposed also that the sources aid, consequently, also fields do not

depend on coordinate x. Dependence on the time is accepted in the

form e - .

Taking into account the Ispcrtant role which in the theory ¢f

antennas play the sinusoidal distributions, let us suppose that the

sources create in the slot the electric field of the form

E = b in n (I)
2a 2

Each compcnent/term/addend of sum wt will subsequently call

partial field E..

for computing the power, Fassing through the slot, is necessary

to know transverse magnetic field in slot. H. Therefore let us begin

from the Jetermination of partial fields H., of those connected with

F

Determination of magnetic field.

a) Conclusion/output and the scluticn of integral equation. 91 From

the Pquations of Maxwell for thq fields in question on plane y=O we

have
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H.O (2)

where n - external normal tc region W, (Fig. 1). This dependence
a E

makes it possible to concentrate attention in factor a- For

determiration af we will use the integral representation ofan

Kirchhoff. By bounding surface let us select the plane of screen,

then in region W,

E (P) y ±- (3)

where Y =i-H0(k1?+(z-zo)) designates Green's function for the free

space.

Page 22.

If we transfer observation point z to the plane of screen, then we

o btain

E (z) - H'(k z - 1,01)d z" (4)

The obtained result we will consider as integral equation

relatively -E . Special attenticn deserves the fact that the nucleus
on

of equation is the functicn cf a difference in the arguments. This

makes it possible to assume tkat the solution of equation can ba

obtained, applying the apparatus of Fourier transform.
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Let us assume that k has the small imaginary part, which ensures

the band of analyticity in Fourier transform. However, when this does

not play the significact role, we will as before count k by real

number.

Let us not that

Ho k z,ie" 2 dz = (5)

where for ItI>k should be cbcsen the positive branch of root.

Fourier transform E, takes tke form

a

-b, sin 17 ie"dz-
I 2.t , 2a 2

- cos (at)

n a - ; 1,=2p-Z'l

i--ia I if- sin (at)
1 2 .1- ' r.=2p-2.

After the formal use/application of Fourier transform to eju.

(4) and tha solution of algekraic equation for transparency

relatively inverse tranefcrmation gives

1 . 7--- ',-) = t n ! I (ak)-'--(at' " s e- zdt, n=2p-' 1; (7)

= -i b. n t (ak)2 -(at) sin (at e-t'dt, n=2p+2.

- J _(at)2.2 (8)
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2J

Fig. 1.

Page 23.

integration is conducted here along the arbitrary

straight/lizect Iut=c, lying/hcrizontal at the band analyticity cf

integrands IImtI<jImkI.

Not difficult to show that the described procedure satisfies

* theorem conditions of Titchmarsh (12, theorem No 148), and

consaqupntly, (7) and (8) actually/really represent the unique in L2

solutior~s cf egu. (4).

b) The computation of integrals ty complex integration.

% 1 i
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Let us introduce parameter q-7 -4- and let us lead intagrand to

the more convenient form:

2 -) 2 q-- n F, )fY t. (91

- (at),', 2 /

where

Eq -- -(at: i

If we moreover, express trigoncmetric functions in the

exponential fozm and to intrcduc. the following designations:

S= f Ft(1)e - l t dt :

ic--

12 = F, Wt e-~ dt:

1,= FI(t)F 2(t)e-':-a)d': 14
I C-

F, (t)F.(t)e- '- t dt.

then for arbitrary z:

an 2 2

b, n [I. ( n2) (13-/p) n2.2
an

. .. .._________li_ -- "___ L_ I".:" . ..
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Intagrals I, and 12 represent the transformations, reverse to

formula (5), and they can be easily calculated. For computation 13

and 14 !at us continue analytically function FjF 2 tc entire plane t,

with exception of the sections/cuts, carried out from branch points

t=-q-- to infinity (Fig. 2). Let us introduce outlines 11 and 12,
2a

and also outlin- i'. obtained from 12 with tha help of substitution

t=-t. Since fields possess symmetry relative to the axis of slct, it

suffices to examine only Fositiv-. values of z.

Then thp outlinas of integration, which satisfy Jordan's lemma,

will be the outlines the data atcut which are cited in Table 1.

In the integrals along 12 let us carry out the appropriate

replacement of variable/alternating and will record them as integrals

lengthwise i;. Determining deductions in poles F2 (t) and taking into

account equ. (2), we will obtaiE for Izl<a:

Ii

L . . . .
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H, ib, Is_ os n n z

7,- +-()'2 i - 2 W-_

H00) (q-1 - + 9 a 1 -+-LI) - I1 2 1) q 0 2ja

nq - 1--) af F,(t)F,(t)[e' (' -'- +n 2p-,219)

I-nHq +\2 HaJ q2 aj

where U d9signates integraticn along the sections/cuts.
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Fig. 2.

Table 1.

z<aJ 1

z>a jL

Page 25.

For IzJ>1

Hs. qa 1- b.2 H\F ) q24 ho aI+~ 1 ra lt.r__I
m n2

n 4 - !i a F, t)F 2 it) e'(z4 a)t I; tz 2 p- 1. -2',
4 qI &

4--4
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Integration along the sections/cuts in equ. (18)-(21) presents

known difficulty. Therefore the obtained results car. be effective

used only in the particular case when the terms, which contain

integrals, disappear, i.e., when n=q.

c) Ths computation of integrals by integration along the real axis.

The difficulties which were met in the preceding/previous

section, can be bridged. For this let us return to expressions (7)

and (8). Integrating alcng the zeal axis, we will obtain:

(Z) b "  1, - I . -. (q2 - n: F, (o F.(tncos(n e- t

nz 2p I; 22)

2 2 1~ F i ~~SIti
n= 2p- 2. (23,

Applying formula rolls tc tke integrals in the second terms of

equ. (22) and (23), which let us designate as Is and I, and taking

r - -|
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into account (5) and (6), we will o tain:

flI a n = 2- 1
I1, (-) 2 cos-nHM' (k1z - t)dt, n =2p-- 1: 124 1

as n 2a 0

-a

22
, .(I) s nH~(kz-ti)dt, n =2p+2. 23,

Page 26.

Subsequently we will use the theorem of the addition of Neumann,

which we shall record in the icre ccnvenient for this purpose form:

H' , z t V (sgn (zj H,') (k iI zJ, (kt); IzI > a, It[ < a; (26)
"(k -t - V [sgn utj:. M J (k Iti) J, (kz); iz<~ a, tt a. (27)

Let us consider case I:!<a. In this case the expressions for I s

and I6 can be recorded as:

V HI.- ' k -;ic s - ,t [~ )t

--- a

-H.11J.. i]k z , cos , tdt (28)
2a

'Ho"I (klz- ttJ sin 2 .- 5 dt }[, (2)
-'' I (k z - tl,] s n It dt 292a8
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The first terms in equ. 128) and (29) can be easily calculated

during use (5) by substituticr z-t=-u. rhe second terms we convert,

utilizing (26) , then:

4 1 nr.J 8qC . ,V--z) n==2p-I;,.an |q=-ns 2a an a n 2,cznr ~i~7 2a n 0.2.4...

(30)

16 4 1 n.iz 8-zJj1 sin- 8 '," P. ,J 1 Iq- zn=2p+2,an r I q i-n 2a an \2a-

where (31)

,V= H )(qt)cos(nt)dt, n=2p--l; (32)

. , (qt) sin (nt) dt, n= 2p+ 2. (33)

Page 27.

Let us consider case IzI>a. Applying (27) to the integrands, we

will obtain:

2s(- t = 4 IzI. q y a

16= (-I)2 4i IV q = 2P 2 3an AO2VI. n i a
4j , . q-----. n = p 2. t351

N m-.3.5. .- a

w here
-;2

J.(qt cos(n)d,. n: 2p- 3.
Y

-r. = J qtsinintndt. n = 2p- 2. ST
,"1

S
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Finally placing, (30) and (31) in (22) and (23) and taking into

account (2), we finally, substituting (obtain following field expressions

H-,n in slot (Izl<a):

2 " --- -- cos",,

H., n ' -ib - 2 1 q^ 2a-'-H 'II
HO) q I'q

q 0 2 aI q0

"-I

qs -0.2.4.

Hd .= -ibisu-i) 2 telaidsin r-sul-s,

, t I | / n . | .Jl q t z ')

also, on screen (14>a):

H,.,, b./ " M' ,,,, I--+ I HM ('tL

P0g 28.

+ -, q V y,. H,0, 2p q [-- (0

9--. 2q 2 a zl\

4(-1 2nq discussion of the cba nedraul--,,-2-;t0

Page, 28

Expressions (38) and (39t,,), tatdscie4ildi..eslt
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consist even three members. The first, most important, reprasent the

field of geomatric optic/optics; it is possible to obtain directly

from the equation of maxwell, assuing/setting E(y, z) E(O. z)e- '* y in

the vicinity of slot. Special attention shculd be paid to the

dependence of this term on n. With n>q the phase of magnetic field is

shifted on v/2 with respect tc the electric field. This can be traced

in Fig. 3, where are given graphs/curves in relative unity Hl.,(z) for

q=8 (2a=4>) and diffarent n. Solid lines designate modulus/module

H,.,(z), and broken - phase H,,(z). Graphs/curves are constructed on the

base of results numerical of calculations.
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Of.

=2~

t ~I I

I,,' I.

•~ ' 2 7I

Fig. 3a, b.
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Page 31.

Computation of Poynting's vector.

Now we can return to the initial problem and compute the coer,

transferred through the slot. Average/mean power coefficient, passing

through the unit of area of slct,

aP I=1 E .(z)Hf.,(z) dz. 1421
2a

Symbol "*" indicates the compcsitely conjugatod/combined value.

The nonorthogcnality of the postulated partial fields which

differ from the eigenfuncticns cf slot, imply the presence in (42) of

"crossed' produzts. Formally thqse products are obliged to the second

and third terms in expressicns 138) and (39) for the transverse

magnetic field.

Substituting (1) and (38) or (39) in (42) and carrying out

simple transformations, we ctain with an accuracy to the unessential

constant factor

2- ~ (43)

2 !
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where

U.=-'I- ,(-) 2q-

_ HO) (qi) sin (W) dt."* -X 0

For odd a the additicn ir the sum with the prime must be carried

out through odd m, and in the sus with two primes - on even 1, for

even n - vice versa.

It is similar to expression for H. the obtained result consists

of three members, significant role in the transfer of power plays the

first of them. With n=q the ccnected with it flow disappears, with

n>q is contained only reactive Fcwer. The remaining terms which are

obliged to the connection/communication between the partial fields,

describe the flow of both active and reactive power. The form of

these terms makes it possible tc consider that the close couplings

occur near m=n.

Thus, with n>q the flow cf active power through the slot is

obliged to the presence of the si.cond and third terms in the

expression for H.,n and it is significantly connected with the

accumulation of reactive rower.
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Page 32.

Determination of stored energy.

Although for us it was possible to find expression for the

composite power flux hcwever thete are no data about the total energy

cf electrical and magnetic fields, accumulated in the vicinity slot.

This occurs because tho Imaginary part of Poynting's vector is

proportional to a difference It the mentioned values.

For determining the tctal energy of field we will use the method

of equivalent circuits. Let us replace the space into which emits the

slot, by the sst/dialing cf the interconnected circuits. we will

consider V, as the input ijEedance (or admittance) of the n circuit.

If ±0 "exists, it is continuous and takes negative (positive)dw

values, then we will daal concerning the consecutive (parallel)

circuit concerning input impedance Z. (admittance YX. as shown in

Fig. 4 (series circuit) and 5 (parallel circuit). Therefore

expression-Ir -b can be treated as the square of current or

voltage on the input of the n circuit.
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Thus, to each partial field at the fixed/racorded frequency will

correspond the specific currert (Cr voltage) and impedance (or

admittance).

For determining the total quadergy, which is contained in each

circuit, lpt us use the method, proposed by Chew [4].
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_ _-._ _ _ _ _ _ _~l -4

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Page 33.

Let us replace aach circuit with the simple RLC-outline, which

possesses in tha vicinity of the assigned operating frequency

previous dependence on the frequency. Then, taking into account that
d d

- the total reactive power, reserved in the system,
dw dq

2 V b, b ,-, - q 1-- (2 Im L,. (46)

Measure of superdirecticnality.

It is now already aasy to introduce the following measure of

superdirect ionality:

Q I Cpeam( m CyMMapHaf pPeKTBHal ,seprsg. ,'naCeSHa B ccITele (I)

2 Pe.IHmB atVTHBHag 3HeprmR. Tepie.tMj9 H C(CT2e)

Key: (1). the average/mean total quadergy, stor.d up in the system.

(2). average/mean active enerly, lcst in system.
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which in the case of the rescnant slot coincides with the usual

determination of thp energy factor of resonant circuit.

The introducad value is the convenient measure for thos%

physical limitations which are inherent in the electromagnetic

radiation of slot. These limitations are obliged tc the large

accumulaticn of quadargy and low efficiency in the radiaticn/exission

of the highest partial fields, excited in the slot.

in the general case

Vb. b.* F 21IM U.

QE
b b' b ,b(2ke U,,d

I (47)

In thp particular case when only n partial field is excited in

the slot, it is possible tc sreak about its measure of the

superdirectionalit y:

q d-
Q , q -2  Im  U

" 4
2 Re U. 48)

As an examplelable 2 gives values Q. for q=8, obtained as a

result cf numarical calculaticns. They are light to note that for n>q Q.

accept the substartially high values.
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'table 2.

S Q, Q"

1 0,3184 10
- i 2 0,45591I0- 1

3 0.3657. 10-  4 0,7911. 10- '

5 0,4953. 10-' 6 0,2216

7 0,6096, 0- 1 - -

9 0,3575. 102 I 10,3203.10o
11 0,4767 102 12 0.460310

13 0,6390-101 14 !0.632210'

15 0,8487 102 16 0,8457.10

17 O,1109. s 1 13 i , 108-10
19 0, 1425 10' 20 0, 1425. iot

21 0, 10 22 0 1806 o10
23 0. 2254 10' 24 0,2252-10

Page 34.

Conclusion/output.

In conclusion we come tc the ccnclusicn that for the high values

of nthe nipartial field emits less effectively and requires

larger energy content, stored uF in the vicinity of slot.

Consequently, in practice it is considered advisable to consider

only partial fields with n<q.

This conclusicn will agree with the classical theory of the

diffraction whcre it is disregarded by the effect of the highest

types of fields in the aperture in the raaiation field.
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Page 47.

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE SYNTHESIS OF ANTENNAS WITH THE AID OF

A COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEM.

L. D. Bakhrakh, Yu. A. Kolosov, A. P. Kurochkin, V. I. Trcitskil.

In the article are given the results of thq theoretical and

experimental study of the task of the synthesis of flat/plane

aparture with the use/applicaticn of a coherent optical system. Are

analyzed the methods of thp cptical simulation of antennas in

connection with the task cf synthesis. Are examined the special

features/peculiarities of the recording of the transparencies, which

imitate the preset composite radiation patterns. Are given the

diagram of optical installaticn for the synthesis of antennas with

the flat/plane aperture and the results of the synthesis of some

radiation patterns.

Introduction.

It is known that for the flat antennas with the large electrical
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sizes/dimensions of aperture the task of synthesis can be

sufficiently accurately sclved by the rotation/access according to

Fourier of the preset radiaticn pattern. In the majority of the cases

the analytical expression of Fcurier transform preset diagram is

absent and it is necessary to rqsort to the numerical integration. rn

these cases the solution cf problem is acco2panied by bulky and

prolonged computations even during the use/application of TsVM

[rdigital computer]. Besides entire other, a similar

operation/process, as is known, it is mathematically incorrect.

On the other hand, it is known that the lens in the coherent

optical system realizes a two-dimensional Fourier transform of one

focal plane into another [l This fact makes it possible to utilize

in optical system for thi sclutien cf thq problem of the synthesis of

antennas with the flat/plane aperture., i.e., the determination of

field in the aperture by the preset radiation pattern (2].

Optical simulation reduces the problem indicated to the tasks of

producing the transparency with the recording of the preset function

and recording of the obtained distribution of light field. In

connection with the siuulaticn cf radiation patterns these

opqrations/processes are sufficiqntly developed. The solution of

these problems in the case cf the. synthesis of antennas has a

series/row of the special features/peculiarities which consist of the

r - " - -- - ___I_
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following. First, the amplitude characteristic of radiaticn pattern

has, as a rule, considerable dreFs/jumps in the levels.

Page 48.

since photographic latitude and noises of photoe2ulsion are final,

the recording of such distributions presents difficulties. In the

second place, with the synthesis of antennas it is necessary to

measure not only amplitude distribution, but also phase of light

field. Finally, the intensity of the signal of substances the forming

aperture is sufficiently weak, and therpfore the significant role

1av4 the noises of optical system.

In the work are examined the fundamental and technical problems

of the resolution of the task cf the synthesis of antennas with the

aid of the coherent optical system, are given the results of

investigation on the synthesis cf the simplest distributions.

Diagram of the solution of the problem of synthesis with the aid of

the coherent optical system.

Raliation pattern in the g-.neral case is composite function, and

for its reproduction in the c~tical systsm it Is necessary

simultaneously with the amplitude modulation to ensure phase

r - - - -- - _ _ _ _ _
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modulation of light wave. mcst s4.mply task it would be possible to

solve via location in the field of the light wave of transparency

with the variable/alternating transparency and by thickness.

Unfortunately, it is sufficient developed method of production with

the optical accuracy of the files of variable/alternating thickness,

which ensure direct three-dimensional/space phase modulation of light

wave, there does not exist. 7hereforg for the creation of the

amplitude-phase distributicn, which coincides from the preset by

radiation pattern, it is necessary to utilize different indirect

methods which make it possible tc form/shape the required

distribution of light field with the aid of the transparencies, which

have only variable/alternating transpargncy. For determining the

amplitude distribution, which ensures as a result of conversion the

Drest phase, can be used the methcds of the mixed synthesis of

antennas [3, 4] or the method of recording on the carrier

three-dimensional/space frequency. The present investigaticns wqre

conductpi during the recording cf radiation patterns by the second of

th" methods indicated.

If g(z, y) and O(z, y) - respectively amplitude and phase

radiation patterns, then in accordance with the method of recording

at the carrier three-dimensicral/space frequency is manufactured th .

transparency the coefficient cf transmission of which is changed

according to the law
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Sx. y;= [a,-- b, (X, y]12cos[ux.4-u2y+p(x, y)]2, (1)

moreover

g (x, y) a, > ."

Here ao and bo - amplitude of constant component and radiation

pattern; Us, U2 - components cf the carrier three-dimensional/space

frequency; x, y - coordinato in the plane cf transparency.
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Field in the focal plane of the lens, in front focus of which is

placed the transparency with the recording of the distribution of

form (1), it is possible to present in the form three components, one

of which is the Fourier transfcru the preset radiation pattern and is

arranged/located in the vicinity of the point:

i=.±-; Uf

K

2a.
whera f - focal length of lens, K- transverse (Cartesian)

coordinates in the output plane. This distribution is the soluticn of

the problem of synthesis.

Second component F2(t,,') is formed/shaped in the vicinity of

point E=-- Ul - and it Frcves to be compositely
K- no

conjugated/combined with the Fcurier transform of the preset

radiation pattern. Third compcnent/term/addend - "constant component"
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--F(, ') is the Fourier transfcra of even distribution with an

amplitude of a,.

Photographic recording of distributions at the carrier

thres-dimensional/space froquency.

For the recording of radiation pattern at the carrier

*hree-dimensional/space frequency it is necessary to prepare tha

transparency the coefficient cf tras3ission of which is changed

according to the law (1). Virtually lapping recording it is realized

by a photographic method.

Let us examine some special features/psculiarities of this

recorling. The first special feature/peculiarity is connected with

the limited photographic latitude and the amplitude noises of film.

By photographic latitude of film here is understood the ratio of the

maximum and minimum coefficierts of transmission, which can b.

realized with the aid of the rhctographic film in the limits of the

linear section of characteristic curva. For the majority cf

photoemulsions this relation has value on the order of 100. In the

recording the maximum coefficient of transmission corresponis to the

points, at which function (1) is maxism. Is obvious, PmzLc=t(a(+b 0)2.

Respectively p =(-b0)-, Frcm ccndition r.,,c = 100 we find that,
Pull"

r) .8. The amplitude noises cf Fhotographic film are connected with

- - -- - _________-- - - - -- - --.-
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qrain structure of photosmulsicn. The root-2ean-square deviation of

'hq amplitude factor of transmission, which corresponds to

average/mean photographic density 1.5, for the utilized photographic

material composes 0.02. Consequently. thq values of function g(x,

y)ara less than 0.02, provi tc t. at thp level of noise and

accurately they cannot be r-eproduced.
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Qelative, for example, to the recor4ing of function(sin ax/ax)

latter/last Pvaluation/estimate means that via recording at the

carrier three-dimensional/space frequency it is possiblS tc reprcduce

cnly on 10 lobes/lugs to each side from the principal maximum.

However, as show experiments, this it is ccmpletely sufficient for

the synthesis of uniform linear aperture.

The second special feature/peculiarity of recording is connected

with the limited resolution of recording equipment, that it does not

make it possible to accurately reproduce function (1). Most

acticeably this special feature/peculiarity is developed during the

r-cording of tha radiation patterns, which have complicated phasq

response. An increment in the phase is evinced by a change in the

period of carrier, and in order to correctly transmit this change, it

is necessary in the limits of each peried to have sufficiently largn
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number of elements/cells of recording. For this it is necessary to

increase the overall size of recording, which leads to the decrsasp

of sizes of the forming aperture and it is connected with the

inconveniences of measurements. During the recording of the radiation

patterns which are expressed by the real functions, which take

positive and negative values, limitations in the resolution are

ipanifest-I to a lesser degr,-. In this case it is possible not tc

reproduce precise values of function n(x, y) within the limits of the

period of carrier, but to write/record only its values in those

currents where cos ux takes value of +-1. For example, in the case of

oni-dimensional film recording is reproduced the function

p x) = a, +be(- 1)" g(nAx)]'. (2)

This recording is equivalent to the replacement by the

sinusoidal carrying by square pulses length, equal to the half-period

of sinusoid. For each periol of carrier now fall only two

elements/cells of recording, and it means, the density writing of the

preset function g(r, y) can be sufficiently high. It is obvious that

the rectangular shape of pulses is not necessary. It is requirqI only

so that correctly would be transmitted thp values of the

written/recorded function in the maximums of carrier. Thus, as

carrier can serve any pariodic function. In the case of carrier,

different from the sinusoid, appear thp images of aperture at thq

thrpe-dimensional/space frequencies of multiple ones to fundamental
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frequency.

Actually/really, let the carrying signal s(x) periodic and its

Fourier series take the fcre

s(X) c" Cos - nX, (3)
T

whera 2w/T=u - fundamental frequ-.ncy. Substituting s(x) into fcrmula

(1), we will obtain

p(x, y)= [a. +bocag(x, y)cosux + bocg(x, y) cos2ux+ . .. '. (4)
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The first two members in expression (4) coincide with the

functions, entering in (1), and the third and those following cause

the preset radiation pattern at the three-dimensional/space

frequen i3s, multiple of basis. The prpsence of these

components/terms/addends in the written/recorded distribution laads

to the appearance of supplemertary images of aperture in the

appropriate places for focal plane. Hovever, the intensity of these

images proves to be small, since during the practical recording s(x)

it is such, that always jc,jjcj for any n>1.

Amplitude relationships/ratios with the synthesis of uniferm linear

and rectangular apertures.
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Thp question about the aiflitude relationships/ratios with the

solution of the problem of synthesis with the aid of the optical

system arises on the follcwing reason. Of the aforesaid above it is

clear that simuLtaneously with unknown field F,( , 11) is always present

the field of constant component F0(. L). Function F'0 (, j) decreases with

'he increase/gr3wth Z and Y and in thp r-gion of shaping cf useful

distribution has low values relative to its maximum. However, as it

will be shown below, the intersity of field F1 (t:71 is also small.

Consequently, the presence even cf weak extraneous field can lead to

he undesirable distortions ccnsisting in the parasitic oscillations

cf the intensity of field in the forming aperture. on the samo reason

tho significant role play the ncises of optical system. Fundamental

energy of field at the output cf transparency falls to the constant

component; the noises of system are determined in essence by area and

diaphragm shape, which limits light field at the output of

transparency with recording (1). It is obvious, formation conditions

for useful distribution depend cn the form of diaphragm to a lesser

degree when field g(x, y) out cf the aperture of diaphragm is

sufficiently weak. Therefore, selecting by correspondingly form and

size/dimension of the forminq aperture, it is possible to bring

'ognther undesirable distcrticns to thp minimum. Let us determine th-

relationship/ratio of useful ard interfs-ring signals based on thc
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£Xample of the synthesis of linear and rectangular apertures with the

uniform cophasal distributicn.

The radiation pattern of linear aperture with the unifcrm

cophasal distribution takes the form
__sin fiX

g (x) = - .(5)

Function (5) is not composite; however, it takes both positive and

negative values, that it does rot make it possible to reproduce it

directly with the aid of the transparency, which has only

variable/alternating transparency.
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Lpt us record the preset diagram on the carrier

threa-dimenslonal/space frequency, for which in accordance with (1)

let us prepare transparency with the coefficient of transmission,

which changes according tc the law
i sinax2' I h

p a"+b)cos= - lpH Ix I ' ! yL r. 2
(X, Y)= - (6)

n r, 1I l> - ' lII> T -
22

Key: (1). with.

During the recording the transparency always has finite

dimonsions, that also is reflected by the corresponding inequalities

2
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in formul (6). From the Faint of view of useful signal the limited

sizims/dimenslons of transparency do not play the significant role, if

in interval IxI- jI
is arranged/located a large number of lobes/lugs

of radiation pattern, which occurs with ml>>1. Calculating for this

by g(x) function Ft( , -), F0(', Tj), it is possible to find that the

rati3 3f field level of useful signal to the constant value comporent

in the region of shaping cf thq synthesized aperture
= b, t(7

2ao T (7)

where T - period of the carrier three-dimensional/space frequency;

- extent along x axis of one lobe/lug of radiation pattern on

the transparency.

In the case of rectangular aperture the coefficient of the

transmission of transparency takes the form
r !a. .S_ b, oOsux sin a.X sin ;t 2 Idt

4 b I npH Ix( - I-, ly -
p'x~uy= 0

0 ipsxi  , 1Y1 > "
2' 2

Key: (1). with.

The distribution of corstant component depends on the

,ripntation of the rectangular diaphragm, which limits the

sizes/dimensions of transparency. Let us examine two cases. In the

first - th- pair of the sides cf rectangle is perpendicular to x

a-xis, i.e., It is parallel to the bands, which fill the lobes/lugs of
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radiation pattern (see Fig. 3). The secondly - the sides of diaphragm

are directed at angle toward thn direction indicated.

Under the assumption eI>)1 and Oh>>1 it is possible to find for

the case when the sides of liliting diaphragm are parallel to the

bands, which fill the lobes/lugs of ra4iation pattern, that
b,. ' q (9)

wh-ri r, q - respectively th-. sizes/dia-nsions of the lobe/lug of

radiation pattern along x and y axes.
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wh-n square diaphragm with the side 1 i.s expanded/scanned at angle of

05 to the direction of bands, value M is maximum and is determined

by the formula
•o 2

b_- -- - (10)
4a T T

Thus, the ratio of useful signal to that mixing in the cases

examined is given by expressicns (7), (9), (10). Value bo/ao entering

in them, characterizes the ratio of constant component to the maximium

of the written/recorded signal and is selected, as a rule, the equal

to 0.5-0.8 of the consideraticns of lin-arity recording (see above).

It is obvicus, the accuracy of the determination of distributicn in

the aperture will be the greater, the greater the value M. On the
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basis of the obtained relaticnships/ratios we come to the conclusion

that for this it is necessary to increase a number of pericds of

carrier in the limits of each lbe/lug of radiation pattern. In this

case, however, operate the fcllcwing limitations. An increase in the

size/dimension of lobe/lug with the

retention/preservation/maintaining of pericd leads to the decrease of

size of the forming apertur., which creates difficulty in the

measurement of distribution F,(, ). Vher~as the decrease of the period

of recording is limited by the possibilities of recording equipment.

usually the step/pitch of reccrding, realized in the available

equipment, it is 0.02 mm. In this case for example, considering

r=q=O.l and as the h=3 mm, wE find that M equally to with respect 4;

0.1 and 30.

A decrease in the level of the constant component in the r!gion

of shaving of aperture can be also achieved/reached by use during the

recording of function p(x, y) Cf supporting/reference component of

form ur , . yl with values of r(x, V), which abate to the edges of

aperture Cr(x, y)_1) under ccrdition aar(x, y)>bog(x, y). For the

selection of function r(x, y) it is possiblo to use the kncwn

depandences between the side-lcbe level of radiation pattern and th4

means of distribution in antenna apertura.

Experiments show that in thi optical system the ratio of useful
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signal to that mixing is sufficiently close to the value, obtained on

thp basis of formulas (7) and (9), and strcngly it differs from the

value, given by formula (10). The reason for disagreement consists of

the following. All preceding/previous formulas are written under the

assumption about the fact that the interference, superimposed on thi

useful image, are the remote lcbes/lugs of the regular diffraction

pattern of constant component F0(",i). In then first two cases examined

ths assumption it proves to he valid. But in the case, when image is

formed/shaped in the diagonal section of constant component, the

level of the mixing field is determined by the noises of optical

syst m, proportional to the maximum of constant component Fo(4.y). Tt

Is masy to find that the ratic cf useful signal to the interference

is inversely proportional to the area of limiting diaphragm lh:

F, ( - I) - I

F, (0, 0) lh
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This, t: the sizes/dimensions cf diaphragm are presented

contradictory requirements. On cne hand, of the condition of the most

orecise reproduction of field in the aperture it is desirable to have

!arge-siza how possible diaphragm. However, from the point of view of

"he smallest effect of the noises of optical system it is necessary

to decrease the size/dimensicn cf diaphragm.

S-- . .. -- . . . . . .__ _"
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Experimental results.

As it was noted above, one of the special fentures/peculiarities

of the solution of the problem of the synthesis of antennas is the

need of determining phase field distribution in the aperture.

In the present work for measuring the phase was utilized th9

method, which consists in reccrding of interference pattern, which is

formid as a result of adding the measured field with the

supporting/reference, by the field whose distribution is known. The

special features/peculiarities cf this method in connection with the

mpasuremsnt of phase distributicn in the optical range arc examined

in work [5].

Experiments in the synthesis of antennas were moved cn the

installation whose schematic was depicted in Fig. 1. The lower part

of the diagram (microaperture 3, microszope objective 2. collimator

4, converting lans 6) is analcgous to the diagram, utilized during

the optical simulation of radiation patterns. Semitransparent mirror

9 splits the beam of laser tc twc, moreover so that the power, which

go~s into thp lower (fundamqntal) channel cf system, considerabl7

oxcoPds power in the suppcrtirg channel. As the collimator of

supporting channel serves the ccnverting lens of 6 fundamental

channels.
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Fig. 1.
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Plane-parallel plate 12 turns at necessary angla the front of

supprting/r.eference beam with respect to output plane 7.

Trarsparency 5 with the recording of raliation pattern and limiting

diaphragm 13 were placed in the front/leading focal plane of lens 6

taking .nto account the qffect cf plate 12. As collimator 4 and

converting lens 6 were utilized the objectives in focal length 400

mm. ks the light source served a laser generator of the type LG-35 in

wavislangth 6328 A, which works in the one-mcde ode/conditions.

Investigations were conducted with the radiation patterns of the

aorm

sin -2

2
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which, as it is known [61, are created by linear aperture by length

2w with the uniform amplitude distribution and by phase distribution,

which changes according to the law (Fig. 2):

O() =<y<f 12)

Furthermore, was conducted the synthesis of the square aperture,

which has radiation pattern SllX smog which corresponds to cophasal
ax ay

equal-amplitude distribution.

Transparencies with the recording of radiation patterns at the

carrier threp-dimensional/space frequency were manufactured with

photographic method on the phctographic plates of the type "Mikrat".

Recording was conducted at the different values of the period of the

carrier three-dimensional/space frequen-y, the approximately equal to

0.02, 0.04, 0.08 on-' and a0 /bo=2. From the considerations of maximum

density and simplicity of recording the carrying signal was assigned

in *he form of the sequence of square pulses with the width, equal to

the half-period of carrier.
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Fig. 2.
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Due to sc3tter of light/world in the smulsion layer and blurred image

of the 9dges of the recording slot the carrying signal was somewhat

different from the sequence of square pulses. This property of

recording in this case is useful, since it leads to the decrease of

thi value of signals at the tbree-dimensional/space frequencies,

multiply to fundamental frequency.

Fil. 3 depicts photographs of the recording of ths radiation

patterns, which correspond tc fcrmula (11) with 2 =0; v/4; v/2; w;

with the period of the carrier 0.08 mm-' , while in Fig. 4 - the

microphotogram of the recording of radiation pattern at the carrier

frequency when 4=0. i.e. diagram _11." (Fig. 3a). On the

microphotogram are noticeable the noises of recording the caused by

grain structure photoemulsions and leading to the divergences cf

results recordings from the preset function, by especially noticeable
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4'0

:n the region of weak side lobes. Statistical processing of

microphotograss shows, however, that on the average the preset

function is reproduced with the relative accuracy not worse than

10o/o. Por eliminating the effect of the phase noises of photographic

material, caused by the inconstancy of the thickness of emulsion and

support/base, the transparencies with the recording of radiation

patterns were placed into the immersion (cedar or castor oil).
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5 depicts the photcgraph of field distribution in the

output plane for the case of the synthesis of square aperture with

m-0=6; u=80v (see (8)).

The image of aperture (a) is formnal/shaped at a distance of 10.5

ma from the maximum of constant component (b) . The square diaphragm

(s.1 13 in Fig. 1) by the size/dimension 3x3 of mmz , that limits the

apqrture of transparancy with the recording of radiation pattern at

'-,,- .. . ____
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the carrier three-diaensicnal/space frequency, was oriented at angle

of 450 to the direction of the tands, which correspond to the

carrying signal.

- -. -v - _ - -
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 depicts the photcgr~rh of distribution in the output

plane in the case of the synthesis cf linear aperture with u=50v and

T=O. In Fig. 6 are noticeable the images of aperture at the

hree-dimensional/space frequencies, multiple to fundamantal

fraquency, which were discussed above. The intensity of these images

is mora than by an order lower than intmnsity of image at the
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fundamental frequency. At other values V is observed the similar

pattern. For decreasing th" level of the ccnstant component in the

region of shaping of aperture the lateral sides of aperture 13, which

limits field at the output of transparency, were arranged/located at

small (20-300) angle to each other. In this case was utilized the

known property of flat/plane aperture in the form of trapezoid, which

cons4.sts in the fact that in the flat/plane section of

three-di4mensional/space radiatic pattern, parallel to the

foundations of trapezoid, the level of lobes/lugs is considerably

lower than the level cf the lctes/lugs 3f rectangular aperture in the

same section.

The distributions, depicted in Fig. 5 and 6, correspcnd to the

case when reference signal is absent, and they make it possible to

dptermine amplitude distributicn in the aperture. The results of

measurements show that it is clcse to the uniform; however, are

,bsprved the small divergences, caused by the backgrcund ef constant

component. With the synthesis cf linear aperture they have regular

character and can be easily measured or calculated independent of the

forming distribution and arc introduced into the final results as the

correction. With the noise character of background the latter is

considered by the correspondinq statistical processing.

For measuring the phase distribution was input/embedded the
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pline supporting/reference wa'e whose intensity was selected by the

0qual to the intensity of field in the aperture. obtained in this

case pictures are depicted in Fig. 7. When supporting/reference wave

falls to the output plane at the angle, which differs from 900 ,

appears interference figure, width and orientation of which depend on

angle of incidence. From Fig. 7a it is svident that the bands have on

everything apertures equal width, moreover structure regularity is

not disrupted during their artitrary orientation. These facts testify

ibout the constancy of phase 1r, the synthesized aperture.

For measuring the phase the front of supporting/reference beam

was established/installed at the zero angle to the measurement plane.

Obtainsd in this case picture Is depictid in Fig. 7b. The intensity

cf total field at any pcint cf aperture comprises not more than 0.02

from the intensity of reference signal. Consequently, the divergences

of phase from the constant value within the limits of aperture dc not

exceed 100.

Fig. 8 as an example gives the pictures of field distributicn of

output plane with the synthesis cf linear aperture for --0 and V=

measurements of phase distributicn in the aperture, which is formed

into the result of the synthesis of the radiation patterns of form

(11) whi.n V=08 give the valu-s of a phase difference on the

faults of aperture, the respectively equal to 00, to 450, 900, 1800

- - - - V
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(with accuracy of +-70), close to the given ones. The coincidence of

the preset phase distributions with those measured testifies, on one

hand, a out the high accuracy cf shaping of distribution in the

synthesized aperture and, therefore, about the sufficiently high

accuracy of the recording of transparencies, on the other hand, about

the possibility of measurement with the high accuracy of phase

distribution.
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conclusion.

The results of theoretical and experimental studies make it

possible to make a conclusicn abcut the possibility of using th =.

cohqgent optical systems for the solution of the problem of the

synthesis of antennas. The prcblem of the recording of composite

radiation patterns is solved with the aid of the method of recording

at the carrier three-dimensicnal/space frequency. Appearing in this

case interferences, connected with the background of constant

component, can be suppressed by the adequate/approaching selecticn of

size/dimension and diaphragm shape, value of the carrier frequency

and form of reference signal. The problem of determining the phase

distribution with a sufficient accuracy is solved by the measurement

of interference pattern, which is formed as a result of adding the
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forming field with the kncwn reference signal.

Is considered by advisable further development of the synthesis .

of antennas by the method of cptical simulation, in particular,

devolopment of the methods of the synthesis of antennas with the

nonpianar aperture.
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8.
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Page 108.

THI MAGNETIC IMPEDANCE ANTINNAS.

E. A. Glushkovskiy, B. M. Levin, Ye. Ya. Rabinovich.

Are given the results cf applying the impedance boundary

conditions to the solution of thq problem about the excitation of

thin magnetic radiator/rescnatcr/element. Specifically are examined

the thin ferrite of the finite length, axcited by the framework, and

the narrow slot, gashed in thb ccnducting cylinder.

In the preceding/previons work of the authors (1-3] were

inv-stigated thin electrical impedance antennas. Using the obtained

therq results, in the present vcrk will be examined magnetic

impedance radiators/resonators/elements, i.e., the antennas on

surface of which it is possible to formulate boundary conditions of

the type

E, =- Z.

whet-: E, and H. - components ef the intensity/strongth of
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respectively electrical and magnetic fields zA* - orthogonal

coorlinates on the surface of antenna; Z - surface impedance, in the j
general case composite.

In this case will be investigated the case, when impedance Z

affects current distribution already in the zero according to X the

aporoximation/approach where x 2]nA low parameter. (Here I -

the reach of radiator/rescnatcr/element, a - a radius of

radiator/resonator/element). Such antennas, as it will be shown

below, are, in particular, the magnetic bar, excited by the

framework, and the narrow slot, gashed in the conducting cylinder.

These antennas were investigated by the method of eigenfunctions by

A. A. Pistollkors (4-6]. In the works indicated primary attention was

given to the explanation of the structure of electromagnetic field

and to the determination of the transmissicn modes, which appear

during different excitaticn of these antennas.

in this work it will be shcwn that, using the concept of surface

impedance, it is possible easily to obtain and to clearly interpret

the serias/row of the fundamental conclusicn/output, done in (4-6],

to lo a series/row of now conclusion/output, and to also record

expression for this virtually interesting characteristic as input

antenna resistance.
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Magnetic current distributicn along the antenna. Input resistance.

Radiation pattern.

In work (7] was obtained the integrodifferential equation fcr

the magnetic current J, which !lows along the impedance

raiiator/resonator/element (along the axis z):

(" ±k - 2ikZ0 QZ zI, Z

whers k - wave propogation ccnstant in the free space, po and Zo -

respectively magnetic permeability and wave impedance of free space.

It is obvious that for the exprqssion

k, = - 2i Z" (3)

it is necessary to ascribe the sense of the propagation constant of

magnetic current along the radiator/resonator/element in question.

From expression (3) it is evident that with satisfaction of

conition the impedance will affect the propagation of

current already in the zero aFproximatien, and also, that, if

impedance Z purely reactive/jet and does not satisfy the inequality
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k- - 2 i L'- L o >0. (4)
Q z

+fhin propagation constant k, will be imaginary, i.e., magnetic

current will not be propagated along the antenna.

Using the results, obtained in [2] for the electrical impedance

antpnnas, it is possible, without solving equ. (2), to write formulas

for the current distribution and input admittance of the magnetic

impedance radiator/resonator/element, Axcited by concentrated

magnetomotive force e,, of that applied to its middle. In the first

on x the approximation/approach we will obtain the sinusoidal

distribution of the magnetic current

j if.k 240 a sink, (1- IZI) 1,
k, cos k1i

and purely susceptance:

Y = i W, ctg k,; W, I -_ _ 60 k,
( 712071) -/

whpre W, - has the sensa of wavq impedance.

Page 110.

The account of the following approximation/approach gives

axpression for the magnetic current in the place of the feed

J(0)=i*I CGS Y ,sink,(1- IZl)- (k)' 2 i ,l,, 6 , k. 1)

17)
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I,

and for input admittance

Y= Z' Z3
. (0) (120n), (8)

where Z, - input resistance cf the electrical

radiator/resonator/element, which has the same geometric parameters

and the same value of propagaticn constant k, as magnetic

radiator/resonator/element. Expression for Z, and for 0(kI, k, 1) is

the sufficiently bulky combination of integral sines and cosines and

is given in ( 1] and (2].

Utilizing the expression, ottained in [1] for the field in the

rqmota zone, created by electrical impedance antennas, let us record

formula for the radiation pattern of the magnetic impedance

radiator/resonator/elemen t:

F , ? - sin0 IcQs (ki Cos 8) - cos ki]. (9)

Let us note that with kl=k formula (5)-(9) they pass into the

appropriate formulas for ideal radiators/resonators/elements (Z=O).

Lat us determine the input resistance, introduced by magnetic

radiator/resonator/elesent into its feeling framework with the
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currint:

Z = U (10)

where L,;4, - eaf, induced by magnetic radiator/resonator/element at

the framework, j - current, which flows along the framework.

Induced emf is equal to the magnetic current of

radiator/resonator/element at the print of excitation J(01, and the

current of the framework is magnetoaotive force e. applied also tc

the point of excitation. Then

Z, J (o) 1 ( 120a s

For the practical calculaticns of thp input resistances of

rolatively short radiators/rescnators/eleaents (21wz L) it is possible
2

Z' to determine according to the sufficiently simple formula:

Z,=R. +iX,=80(- ±2tgT -i20 h- In ( ---- l)ctgkk1. (12)

From (11) and (12) it is evident that the coupled impedance will

have resonance character and reach maximum at the points where X =O.

This first resonance will be in region k,1tz
- .
2

Ferrite, excited by the framework.

In order to use the rqesults of the first section, it is
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necessary for each concrete/sFecific/actual antenna to know the value

of surface impedance.

Page 111.

The surface impedance of ferrite core can be approximately found

from the solution of diffractive problem for the round infinitely

long uniform rod on surface of which is satisfied boundary condition

(1).

Examining the excitation cf this rod by convergent cylindrical

wave, we will obtain the system Cf equations of Maxwell in the

cylindrical coordinates:

_ = - (i

= k'~t 13)ap

whare p nd - paramqters of ferrite.

Utilizing a condition of the finiteness of electrical field

compongrt E. with p=O, we find

Z-1 114)
7, J, (ma)

where m=k1 ,,, - with respect the relative magnetic and

diplectric pormeability of the ferrite: (in actuality one must take
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into account the demagnetizing factor, i.e., by v, to understand

effqctive permeability); JI (ma) and J9(ma) - the corresponding Bessel

functions. By losses in the ferrite negligible. To take into account

them is possible the introducticn to composite permeability

,=j '-il "i as this done in C I.

Expression (14) for the surface impedance is approximate. It is

correct for the case cf stems fma<<l).

In this case the surface impedance

Z = i 60w,a (5)

Aftar substituting (15) in (3), w# will obtain expression fcr

the Propagation constant

kz= ' 2 2
k, k ' 21 1i6)

u, at In
a

Prom (16) it immediately follows that for the propagation of

magnetic current along the rod it is necqssary to satisfy the

following condition:

- In 7)22 a 2r

Approxinately/xesmplar4 .ly the same expression was obtained by A.

A. Pistol'kors for the antenna being investigated in [4] as the
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condition with fulfilling of which the antenna loses elementary

directional characteristic, inherent in the framework. As it fcllows

of the aforesaid above, this ccrdition acquires now supplementary

interpretation as the conditicr of the onset of magnetic current in

the rod.

rage 112.

It is obvious that solution of the equation

(2 1t 2 21 (18)
uG :*r 1n -

aives critical wavelength P in the assigned parameters of

antenna. When .>., magnetic current attenuates, when i.<kpk from

zero tc k. The first phase speed much more than the speed of light,

then approaches it. With k--- cr when g,- o- ferrite becomes ideal

magnetic radiator/resonatcr/element.

Input resistance and directivity of the antennas in question can

be calculated according to the appropriate formulas of the first

section. As far as is known, at present industry does not release

such ferrites that the prepared of them antenna of acceptable

4hickness would possess the parameters, which satisfy condition (17).

Thqrqfore the experimental check of the relationships/ratios,
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obtained in this section, was not conducted.

At the high values of ma expression (I4) becomes very

approximate and for determining of k, is expedient to use the

transcendental equation, which are obtained with the solution of its

own problem about the propagation of symmetrical magnetic ground wave

along the ferrite. However, even in this case use of an expression

for the surface impedance gives the possibility very simply to ottain

*h series/row of the conclusicn/output, obtained by other previously

path in [41 and to give to then demonstrative interpretation.

Thus, for instance, during the analysis of field expression,

created by the antenna in question in the remote zone, in [4] it was

established that:

1. when value m corresponds to the roots of function Jo(ma),

field is obtained the same as frcm the ideal magnetic-conducting rcd.

2. When value ma corresponds to roots of function J1((ma), field

is obtained the same as from Ideally conducting rod, excited by

framework.

3. Values ma. which satisfy equation

mJ ma) + , J I(ma) k2a In O,89ka =0, 19)
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ars also singular points.

After substituting (14) in (3), we will obtain expression fcr

thq propagation constant

I a mJ, (ma) 2d (20)
In -

a

from which the enumerated three conclusion/output follow immediately.

1. If Jo(ma)=O, then k1 =k and ferrite is converted into ideal

magnetic radiator/resonator/eleaent, analogous in duality principle

to ideal electrical radiator/rescnator/ilement.

Pagp 113.

2. If J1 (ma)=O, then frcm (14) it follows that Z=O and boundary

condition (1) passes under condition EF=0, that implementing on

metallic surface.

3. Let us record conditicn "ith fulfilling of which k1=0:

k'a , J, (ma) In "_ _mJo ma). 21
a

Equation (21) coincides with equ. (19) during replaccm,)nt of ln

- on in (0.89 ka), which ccrtespands to the selection of another
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value

/ 21n O.89ka

Thus, all these conclusicns obtain demonstrative interpretation.

Narrow slot, gashed in the ccnducting cylinder.

From inequality (4) it fcllows that the propagation constant of

magnitic current along the antenna will be real, if the surface

impedance Z has capacitive character.

Capacitive surface impedance can be created in a follcving

manner. Fig. 1 depicts metallic cylinder 1, in which is gashed narrow

slct 2. Along the slot is distributed certain capac!ty/capacitance.

It can be created with several capacitors/condensers 3. Antenna is

excited by the framework with the current. For the generality we will

consider that the cylinder capacity is filled with ferrite with

effective magnetic permeability P, Let us consider the in practice

interesting case when a radics cf cylinder ro is small in comparison

with the wavelength in the ferrite. The surface impedance, to which

's loadid the slot, Vill be composed of the inductance of cylinder

and distributed capacitance.

The inductance of cylinder L let us find, utilizing expression

(15) for Z:

Z=,=i (,o L = Z2' = &0 22)%0 * 22?

I I_
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Fig. 1.

Page 114.

Impedance taking into account the distributed capacitance

Z =i L , (23)

whera i7 .- the frequency cf antiresonanse; C - the available

capacity, distributed on the slct.

Considering that the slot with width 2a is loaded to

resistor/resistance . we will obtain formula for the surface

impedance

Z = ..... (24)
a

Let us note that from (22) it follovs that the linear

conductivity of cylinder Y=- This formula completely coincides
6OaS r2 k
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with the expression, obtained by A. A. Pistol'kors in [5] for the

linear conductivity of metallic groove.

In (5] and (61 the problem about the excitation of the

infinite ly long conducting grcovq was solved by the method of

igenfunctions (Mathieu functicns). As has already been indicated,

primary attention in these works was given to the explanation of the

structure of electromagnetic field and to the determination of the

ransmission modes, which a~par during different excitation of

groove.

The series/row of the conclusion/output, done in (6], will te

obtained below from the examination by the propagation constant of

magnetic current.

Expression for the propagation constant of magnetic current

along the narrow slct we will cttain from the equation, analogous to

equ. (2) for cylindrical antenna [7]:

I z2a - Z1

'ence, it is analogous (with 3) , it is obtained

k2 - i -- -- .(26)
a Z

After substituting in (26) .xpression (24) taking into account
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(22) and (23) , Let us find

r02 ', (27)

where c - speed of light, f - frequpncy.

From (27) it follows that there is a critical frequency,

dpterminqd by the equation

The existence of critical frequency was obtained also in [6] for

flat/plane component of plane-cylindrical waves, which are propagated

along the slot.

If i<xp, , then magnetic current is not propagated.

Page 115.

With f=fo propagation constant kl=k, i.e., the slot in question

behaves as ideal magnetic radiator/resonator/element. If f>fo, then

with an increase in the frequency sharply grows/ris4s the value cf

propagation constant k,. This leads to the fact that along the

antenna begins to be placed a large number of half-waves of current

whos4 radiation/emission mutually extinguishes each other, which
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strongly decreases the actually cadiating length of antenna.

Let us note that frequencies f[ and fa lie/rest very closely

to each other, so that virtually [ p-f0 Thus, the antenna in question

will be effective only in the very small frequency band.

wa will obtain expressica for the input resistance, introduced

into the framework of antenna, it is possible to count according to

formula (11):

R.. (120f), R, 2_ fl20t)' X, 29R + =" R" ;+9

R-,-iA=Z, and it is determined from (12).

Since for the antennas R<I, X, in question the coupled impedance

will be noticeable only in the region of frequencies where X. .O

The points of resonance will be frequencies, with which

k1l -. , where n - the whole number. with increase in n the value
2

of resonance resistor/resistance decreases.

Lt us consider first rescnance ikHl -' I. We will obtain at the

point of the resonance

Rp = (r12° - - (3080 ' M/
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The frequency of resonance will differ from to 2al by the

insignificant value:

f.-fo =f. 1-16- (31)
2

It is evident that the nearer the reach of antenna 1 to quarter

wavelength x., the nearer IpW tc fo.

Let us determine the bandwidth on level 0.707, i.e.

23
7P. 2.3 2

In this frequency band it is possible to consider that

R.-80 '.-L- ; X,= -60 L, Ak,1 , (33)

where Ak, - change of the propagation constant of current in the

unknown band.

Page 116.

After substituting (33) in (32), lot us find

A/k - -L S (34)

From (34), utilizing (26), we will obtain with an accuracy to the
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factor, very close to unity,

2& f 32 I ,35)
/ 3 ;z3pC3

where I=.,ro2 - cylinder capacity.

Losses in the ferrite and the loss AN skin effect in the

metallic cylinder can be taken into account, considering the surface

4imedance Z composite.

If

Z= Zoe (36)

whers4 Zo - impedance without taking into account losses, and loss

angle a<<1, then, after making the appropriate linings/calculaticns,

w" will obtain

2A f_ 32 V R,-4R, 37)
~pe3

where

R. =6 no a
j 4k1 2

The antennas in questicn fcund use, in particular, as the

recniving VHF antennas range [8]. Consilering these antennas frame,

in the work were obtained the qxpressions for their parameters which

can be rewritten as follows:
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(12o)38
- 80 (k)z (38)

2 ; = 8 , . (39
3 ;,pe

The resistor/resistance, computed from (38), can be considered

as the resistor/resistance, intrcduced into the framework by magnetic

Hertz doublet, since for this dipole R:,80(kl)2

The effective height of dipcle - 21. The effective height of

radiator/resonator/element with the sinusoidal current distribution

with kA1 = r/2 is equal to .-L. The squar of the relation of these

effective height, equal to ), gives factor to which and they

differ friend (30), (38) and (35), (39) respectively. Thus, apFrcach

*o the antenna being investigated as to the frame, can be considered

as the first approximation. uvich does not consider magnetic current

dist=ibution along the slct.
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The antennas in question were investigated also experimentilly.

Fig. 2 gives input antenna resistance, the length of 21-60 cm, r0=2.1

cm, 2a=1 cu. Capacity/capacitance was created by

capacitors/condensers on 25 and 20 pF, soldered on through one at a

distance of 1.2 cm from each cther. Dotted curve plotted/applied

computed values R, calculated according to (11) taking iltto account

the resistor/resistance of the mcst feeding framework. Fig. 3 gives

obtained for the same antenna dependence of field in remote zone

(9=v/2) on the frequency with the direct current within the feeding

frame work.
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Fig. 4 gives the input resistance of another antenna with a

length of 21=2 a, r0=11 cm, 2a=3 cm. Capacity/capacitance was created

by capacitors/condensers on by 51 pf, soldered on through 2.5 cm.

Dotted line designated computed values. The losses AN skin effect

luring calculations were not ccnsidered. Fig. 5 depicts the

deoendence of field in the reucte zcne on the frnquency for this

antenna.

Fig. 6 gives the experimental dependence of the frequency of the

first resonance on the length of antenna (2a=1 cm, r0=2.1 cm,

capacity/capacitance it was created by capacitors/condensers on 25

ps, soldered on through 2 cm, the lengths of antennas were indicated

in the figure).

It is evident that the experimental data confirm well

theoretical conclusions.
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Open resonators, formed by confocal mirrors with the variable

reflection coefficient and the generalizad hyper-spheroidal

functions.

N. S. Kosmodauianskaya, V. F. Los'.

Are examined the characteristics of confocal resonator with the

rectangular and circular mirrcrs whose transparency im changed

according to tha specific law. It is shown that, as for the mirrcrs

with the ideal reflection, in this case problem is reduced to the

examination of certain differential equation whose solution is

expressed as the generalized by~er-spheroidal functions. Are obtained

tho asymptotic representatiens of these of function. Are given the

-9sults of calculations.

,tho characteristics of the resonators, formed by the spherical

'o 'Plane mirrors of finite dimensions with the ideal reflection
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co-ffi-iant, it is at the present time studied snfficiently in

detail. Obtained in the oper rescnators with such mirrors

rarefaction/evacuation of the spectrum for many

applications/appendices proves to be insufficient, since the quality

of such systems remains still tcc high. For achievement of necessary

selectivity it is necessary tc decrease the size/dimension of mirrors

(or limiting diaphragms), which leads to worsening/detericraticn in

the use of space of active material and decrease of power output. One

of the solutions of the problem ef increasing the power output with

the required selectivity is the method of the isolation/liberaticn of

transverse (but not longitudinal) modes in the resonator from two

spherical mirrors with the ideal reflection coefficient, proposed by

Yu. V. Tyzhnov. The idea cf methcd consists in the location within

the resonator across the longitudinal axis of the latticed absorbing

selector. If we select the sizes/dimensions of this selector in such

a way that its dissipative elements would coincide with zero

transverse mode P.. then its effqct on this mode will be

insignificant. At the same time the losses of all remaining modes

(including longitudinal ones) tecause of the absorption in the

flemants/cells of selector will increase. If they increase so, that

will exceed the losses of mode Wm. then it will be possible to carry

cut i generation on one transierse mode. It is here essential to note

that if this isolation/liberation of transverse mode is in prinzipl1

possible, then it is realized ci much the higher level of absolute
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losses.

Page 122.

Therefore thp method proposed can be used in the quantum generators

with the highly active media where the selection of longitudinal

modes in the resonators, formed by mirrors with the ideal reflection

coefficient, is already barely effective. With this method of

selection the field at the cutrut proves to be nonuniform on thq

amplitude and the phase (in the locations cf the dissipative elements

of selector phase distributicn endures jumps on w)that, generally

speaking, it is inadmissible fcr a whole series of

applications/appendices and especially in the systems of optical

information processing. True, these deficiencies/lacks partially can

be reduced by arrangement/pcsiticn at the output of the quantum

generator of the phase-shifting plate, which converts output

listribution into the cophasal. Heterogeneous in the amplitude

cophasal distribution has sicgle-lobe radiation pattern with the

higher with respect to the even distribution side-lobe level.

It is of interest therefcre to consider another path of the

selection of oscillations/vibraticns under the assumption of thA

increased ohmic losses in the system, by using the resonators, formed

by mirrors with the variable/alternating transparency. With this
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method we will approach the isolation/liberation of longitudinal

modes, so that here simultanecusly wt get rid both of the number of

deficiencies/lacks in the preceding/previous method and of the need

in the supplementary eleuents/cells for the resonator itself.

Let there be the two-dimensional resonator, which consists of

the cylindrical mirrors with the variable ccefficient of reflection

and with radii of curvature of R. and Rb. distant behind each other up

to distance of L. Sizes/dimensicns of mirrors respectively 2a and 2b,

and the coefficients of reflecticn f( /a) cn one mirror and h(mib) - on

the second. Hers f and h, generally speaking, complex-valued

functions and such, that I/Ij, IhPI<.

In this case for fiqld distribution on the mirrors we will have

a system of the integral equaticns:

-I1 + - (1)

Y (.u)+" g' (,,,+',y'-2xy)
Y(y) c ±- e 2 f(x) X (X)dx

2a

where

x = la, y= -tb. c =2. r- .g =-1 (1- .g, -L i -L)

b ulus/module and phase of the eigenvalues v2 of this system

determine the transmission factors of energy and the frequency of
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steady-state oscillaticns. For the case of infinite mirrors and

gaussian functions f and h the solution of system (1) is examined in

C11.

Page 123.

For confocal resonator(g.=gb-O)in the case of the dependence of the

coefficient of reflection of mirrors from the transverse coordinate

in the form h(y)=(1-y2)%, 1=1, 2..., thq solution for the rectangular

mirrors is given in [2]. In this article is given the generalization

of the given in [2) soluticns to the case of arbitrary (including

composite) 1 for the resonators both with the rectangular ones and

with the circular mirrors.

Let us consider first mirrors in the form of the infinite bands

of the assigned width. Let us show that the solution of the integral

equation +1Z(u, c)= S (J- tA)e'"-ZW, c)dv 2)
-I

satisfies the, general/common/total spheroidal equation

(n -ucZ" ()- 2 (o + di)uf(u) -t (asera un ) Z u r = t0. 13)

In fact, it is not difficult tc ascertain that occurs the idantity
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+1 A A

.i -- xl) e"'IYLX(x)dx = LX(y) + (i- x)I *eICX' x) -

i cX (x)~ 4

w hers

A

LX (4 = (1-x) X" (x) - 2 (1 + 2) xX' (X)-- C'XX (X).

Since latter/last component/ters/addend in right side (14) is equal to

zero, ye see that Z(lu) and LZlu) satisfy one and the same integral

equ. (2) . Consequently,

LZ (u) =-dZ (u),

where the constant d does not depend on u. Thus, finally for 
function

Z (u) we have differential equation (3). By replacement

Z(u)=(I-u) 2 S(u)equ. (3) is reduced to the form

(1-s0)S" (u)-2uS'(L) (d+a~+a'-cuI- aIS() 0.

hence we conclude that formally S(u) is spheroidal function with 
the

index a. Since at the present time there are tables of spheroidal

functions only for the whole values a [3], in the case of arbitrary a

thq solution of equ. (3) can be sought in the form

Z (u)=' A, Z ()W== Chu '

F t

For the even and odd solutiens respectively.

- i~______________
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In this case for coefficients A, and Ci, we have recurrence formulae:

(k--O,5)(k+ l)Ak+ k(k 0,O5)- Ak+ -SAk-

[k ,5)C++, 0, 5)(k+ +I)- jCh + C

(5)

aigenvalues d can be found frc the transcendental equation in the

form of continued fraction as usually for the trinomial formulas.

Therefore finding the eigenfunctions of 9qu. (3) in the case of

arbitrary a is not a bit more difficult than for a=l, 2....

Let us note that in the case =0.5 the solution is expressed as

'athieu functions. In fact, cn the basis of the integral equation for

the odd Mathieu functions

Se (q, q) = p, j sin psin6 e 12 V cose.os @ Se, (q, 6) d 9
0

and assuming/setting coso=x, ccso=y, ye will obtain
+1

Se,(q. arccos x) = p,V ( 1 / ) e j xy Se,(q. arccos) d ,
=(I (1 _- y,12 d

WarSe Co(q.scx) is spheroidal function on the order of 0.5.

Eignvalues in the case cf arbitrary a after the dptermination

of coefficients Ak and CA can be calculated according to the formulas

1~~ ~ ~~ .L~i L~' (k +o.s)
F .T'' r (k + +.5)

0
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for the even functions and
Te- r (i +a) r r(k+ 1.5)I

= iC - CC, r(k+a+2s) ()

for the odd ones. Equation (3) is encountered also in other regions,

such, as the propagation cf acoustic or electromagnetic waves in tha

presence of ellipsoidal structures, the motion of particle in the

presence of two attracting/tightening canters, stochastic processs,

otc.

HL. Schhid (4, 5] completely studied the class of trinomial

recurrence formulae, which include relationship/ratio (5). Its

results establish/install existence and uniqueness with an accuracy

to constant factor for coefficients Ak and C,,, and also the resolution

of eigpnvalue in the ccnverging series.

Let us note here that altbcugh is formal solution 4(u) (even

with wh3les ) it coincides with spheroidal function S. (u) , in

reality it has distinct nature.

Page 125.

kctually/really. in the existing literature usually vith the wholes a

-O11
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are examined (and they are tabulated) the functions, in which n-a"O.

and number of zeros in the fundamental interval is equal n-a. In this

case with fixed/recorded n the valuq a can be arbitrary. Therefore we

will desigaate the soluticn cf equ. (3) through So)(u), Virtually the

representation of solution of Z(u) in the form of power series proves

to be advisable for the values of value c, which do not exceed 5-6,

since at the high values it is necessary tc consider already many

components/terms/addends (their number is approximately/exemplarily

equal to c) , and, furthermore, fcr computing coefficients themselves

A and CM in this case is required the knowledge of eigenvalue d with

t hq high accuracy. Otherwise the series/row becomes diverging. It is

expedient therefore to obtain mcre convanient representation for

solving of Z(u) with large c. Since ideas the constructions of the

asymptotic representation of sclutions are identical in the cas-es of

rectangular and circular mirrcrs in ordar not to be repeated, let us

consider then based on the example of the latter, indicating

difference as results in the appropriate places. Most suitable for

these purposes method (precise, the greater c) is presented in work

[61 in connection with confocal resonator with the ideally reflecting

mirrors. Here are generalized the obtained there results for the case

of arbitrary ones a and the arbitrary relationships/ratios between n

and a. Let us show that the analogous generalization allows/assumes

confocal resonator with spherical mirrors cf circular section.

Actually/really, let there te resonator with the circular mirrors
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whose transparency is changed according to the law(l--y2;1.Then for

field distribution on the mirrors we have the integral equation

oX (x) = if+IC (I y) yl. (cxy) X (y) dy, (6)

c= 21 - -  x = jr,; y = Vjr,; r
wh-re A and rz - radii of the outline of mirrors.

In this case it is assumed that the dependence of field on the

azimuthal coordinate is expressed in tha form e1",', where m - whole

number. Equation (6) can be presented in the form

___

(YX(x)=i14+1 I  --. -y2)a ( _ cxy) X (y) dy, (7 1

0 2

vhereX (x)=X(x), = J(x), ,(x)- Bessel function.

Generalizing results (6], l t us introduce operator I by means of the

qquality

Ac m- -0.25)LX(t) =(1-P)X"(t)-2(l + )tX'(t)- 00t -- X (t).

Page 126.

Then, using equ. (7) and 'y the relationship/ratio

+ (t)+ - m,-0.25 '(0=01

2 2

we will obtain the identity

InM+1 lf7AA (1 -cj ,(CXY) L x (y) dy =LX (x) +

i ll - +  /,.. (cxy)X'(y -X(y) dr.~ U *2

d *- - Jv --

( dy 2

2" b"
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whence during the usually superimposed requirements for the

regularity of function X(t), vhen expression in the curly braces is

equal to zero, we see that the sclution of integral equ. (7)

satisfies the differential equation (let us name its generalized

hyper-spheroidal)

(1-t 2 )X" (t)-- 2(1 2) tX' (t) + (d- c-t -

(8)

WP will seek solution (8) in the form

X (t) fi ktAb0

then for coefficients Ah are cbtained following recurrence formulae:

2)-2 .l2 4 (- = [k-I- -a -j- -L k --- + a +

i.e. the methodology of solution (8) in no way differs from the

solution of equ. (3). In particular, with f=0.5 solution can be

expressed through the functicns cf flattened spheroid.

actually/really, it is nct difficult to be convinced directly

that the equation

(I- X-()-fX'I)+ - It" - ; x (t) 0
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by replacemer t t =VI--; X(t)= x 2 V-Zxs (x) is converted to the form

(I-x) + -)xw'(x) d--L+cI+cx'-.

ms-0.25

I=

Page 127.

Hence it is apparent that by analogy with spheroidal functions t"'(1--i) 2

S,(-icl j-sit is possible tc name hyper-spheroidal function with
! i
I- - I

index 0.5 I (1-1') 2S. (-ic T t2)= S4 5(c, t).

As in the case of spheroidal equation, the representation of solution

(8) in *he form of power spries proves to be advisable with c46. Let

us attempt therefore to find the convenient representation o the

solution of hyper-spheroidal equation in the case large c. Let us

assume in (8) tX/lVc. As a result we will obtain

A I A dpX - -- qX+-X=O,

where operators p and " are determinod by the equalities:

A dI m -O.25 A dt d
P=dt t X2, q=xlgTt - 2 - ra-

AThe solution of equation p#+70=0, which has n of zeros in interval
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,n....., -

T = qc,., tx) = x m- 0' * e 2 g i':),

(0. oc), is function A where Lm(x)- polynomial of Laguerrq

of the n degree, if 7=4n+2m 2. Therefors it is clear that with large

c the solution of equ. (9) can be represented in the form

X.. - m. + (- (m t, .. X I

k-I
(10)dm. a (c)

C2 , l f

k-I

After using the relationships,/ratios between Laguerrels polynomials,

it is not difficult to obtain the relationship/ratio

A

q 9m, a m. a n .+2 + at, . 
Rm. n+1 + a . . Tm. - a-l a . t. a-,-

+ a-2 
. .

wher%
ea.. (n + 1) (n + 2), -.'a= - 22 .+ )
a', a 2a (n + 1).a 2 (n+, (

+1 (. + m .-- m-a.. =-1(2 + 1) (r + m + _L2 4,+ 1

Page 128.

Let us substitute expansicn (10) into Rqu. (9) and will equate zero

expressions with the identical degr-es of C. As a result we will

obtain system of equations:

AAP,(f a,-L (4n -' 2m 4- 2) (p,., 0

A A ki 1
pY - 4n -- 2m ±2) Yk = qY} 1-1 - V hj,"-i, Yo =Wrln

f-I
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After assuming now
+2kY2;m. n. q; )= A,

SAfm.n+g

1--2k

and after substituting in (11), after the equating of factors with

identical numbers %.. we will obtain recurrence formulae for

determining the values Al and h,:

2

hk~ = P Ak-I
Pt--2

k - 1,t 2 . .

k 2
4sak - hiA" -  -- at..+- Ak,".

-- 2k, --2k -1 1, 2

Hence, in particular, we find

h,=a°  =- f2n- 1 nnA-- --- .-. A =O,
2 4

A': . (n- m (n"- m - 1), A~l= -- a (n + 1)
2

4l = (n + m), A' =---(n + 1))n + 2),
22 8

ht- (m -r 2n +- 1) (2n 2 + 2n (m + 1) + m + 2-4721.4

Solution takes the form

-2k

X1 (X) + Y A, (p. .+p, x= -ct. (12)

k-I P-k

The right side of expressior (12) after return to initial by the

- ----.- - - - - ---------------------.----
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variable/alternating t already acre is not arranged/located according

to degrees of c-, , Therefore range of

values t, for which the asymptotic representation of solution given

above correctly reflects the tehavior of true integral (8), decreases

with an increase in number c.

Page 129.

Nevertheless fairly often this representation they use to entire the

fundamental interval, which leads to the inaccuracies at the end/lead
-I

of the interval. We will use expression (12) for t<c

If we will assume in (8) Xmn(t)=t-+ ,mZ,,,(t)and y= 1 d-t, then we

will obtain the representation cf solution in intervalc ' <t< I-c -. As

a result of this replacement equ. (8) will pass in

( I-y 2 )Z"+ [L+2a_--y(2m- 3 + 2a) Z' ±[d --c ceg2 2

m + - 22 Z . (13

Let us substitute the here ottained above expression for eigenvalue

of d and will introduce functicn Y by the relationship/ratio

z =~ n (1 - 4 - Y)- " (. - () Y 2 ec V.

making again all linings/calculations which in view of their

unwielliness we omit, wa will obtain for function Y the equation
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d1' I-+0( 0
dy C

whence approximately we can assume

x 8 t)~ u+oA ( I - )" eCU -~T C I

v- --II, -
G1+ ~ ++

2

Let us determine now coupling coeffici.nt between functions X.,
Z

•and Xq). For this let us assuze and with fixed/recorded z we
C 
4

will increase c. As a result we will obtain the representations:

2( z2(l +-+4 2n+m+! VF0/

(a+. 1 4" c RI M J e-

X .t=-- C(- z

Thus, functions X. and kX. at the high values of c will

continucusly pass into each cther, if we assume

S12 (4c)

It is evident that near the center of mirror with large c the

presence of variable/alternating transmission in the zero

approximation does not affect field distribution.

For obtaining the asymptctic form of solution near t-1 let us

assume in equ. (13)y=-i. as before utilizing the obtained above
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expriession for the eigenvalue. In this case equ. (13) can be

presented in the form

dSZ 14- 26 a_
duodug u du (

so that

X3, .(t) -t" (cy)-I k (CY), Y = 1 -t 2 .

where 1.(x) - modified Bessel function of pure imaginary argument.

Joining kX 2
, and k hX3 when y v0 c, we will obtain coupling

coefficient between them. Ne have (considering that with

fixed/recorded v value c is great):
X, .(y - vI' -_. c*+ )2  "F-

(y 0 - (2a 2 c- (a+,;s)V e T' &- (2+0-5)

so that asymptotic equality A.X . kX.will occur when k3=l 2:c, -. ,51k

since ir (cy) - / (cy) = 2

then for th value of function kX, on the edge of mirrcr (t=l) we

obtain
.- , 2+i-+2 (2-+n+

2 )/, 2

k3X3 .(c. I)= ij a) 2 c e •
n! r ( +a)

Pago 130.
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Thus, the value of field on the edge of the mirror inside the

" resonator when the variable ccefficien. of reflection of form is

present, (I--t')' grows/rises 9@ jr(j +2)]once in comparison vith the

value of field in the rescuatcr, formed by mirrors with the ideal

reflect!on coefficient.

Let us note that during hero writing of integral equation

accepted function X(x) describes the behavior of the wave front of

field directly before the abscrbing surface within the rescnatcr on

*he way to mirror. After being reflected from the mirror and, thus,

having twice passed the absortirg surfa=e, this wave front

forms/shapes field directly befcre the absorbing surface In ancther

mirror.

Page 131.

Introduced further functicn ?'(x) =(I x2) alX(x) describes the field

between th. mirror and the atsorbing surface. Let us rewrite equ. (7)

in the form

pX (x)( -x) 2 = X1 - x'j)' 2 (I -yt)/ 2 K (cxyi X (y) -(I y) diy.

(14)
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where P -,X(M=, (t),and let us attempt to determine the

2

asymptotic behavior p(c) with large c. For this let us differentiate

* both sides of equ. (1I) first tn c, and then on x. ks a result we

will obtain:

p - + X2111
_ -- = x2) /2(1 -ys)"/ xyi(' (cxy) X ty)dy d -

(1- X2) 2 (I - y2)0 2 AK (Cxy) ax (y. dy,
00

P - I

oro

_±X C' cy( -X,),,1 2 (I -- yZ)./2K' jcxyJ ,9 (yi dy -

op-ax _

1~00

ax a/2 - y ),,/ K (cxy) N(y) dy,

Orc

(), P } +z P ax x 6Z X% X)L/2
-&-X+P =-;"P-+ C T--.. Px -

0

Y21- ),z12 K (CXY) ag ,dy.

After multiplying both parts of this equality to X (x. C) and after

integrating from 0 to 1, we will obtain

oA..ils {...L[xg-'(X, C)t~ IIx

+ at x21-1 3?x X\2 (x) dx.

Page 132.
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Hence already it is possible tc 4o a conclusion about different

character of dependence of losses in cases a=0 and ai0. Actually,

when a=O VI have
ep _ [XB.:c. 1) -0

tn the approximation/approach in question the norm of function

JX(t)112 is determined in essence by contribution from Xl. (c, t), so

that

x:; a e- $ t
2m+ [L- (t0)]z dt a r(n+m+ 1)

o

Thus, for eigenvalue of p (c) finally we have

.24n+2I +2

I r ("t+1) r (n+m+i1 -2V 2aZ~~+I+
p a const - e e C

Since the losses in the system with c-o are absent, the present here

constant is equal to unity. Using the fact that with Large c the

in4ex of exponential curve - small number, we obtain

2 A-2 4II+2+2 2+. -

p. (c) a C 2e
nC r(n-t-i)r(n+m+l)

It is evident, thus, that the icsses in systems are determined

by the intensity of field on the edge of mirror, through which occurs

leakage of energy. Lot us consilqr now the case n#0. For the mirrors

with th- variable/alternating transparoncy we have

__ _ P 1 2) 2 dx. (15)
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Since function X(x) is final with x=1, for any m>O integral in right

side (15) converges and losses, thus, are determined by the values of

the intansity of field X2(x) en the entire surface of mirror, but not

only on the edges. This undoubtedly it answers the physical essence

of problem, since in the presence of variable/alternating

transparency in the mirrors of resonator energy passes through the

mirrors (or it is absorbed) on the entire surface.

Let us rate/estimate integral in the curly braces of equality

(15). Since fundamental ccntribution introduces functionXl.,(c. x),

then approximately we have

4

0 2 11 11

fIXU2 l' 2c CF().

Page 133.

since c is great, it is ocssitle to use the equality

el xm-', (x) adx= (mi r(n m i

'V 2-1 m m4-3' 4 -

d"" - x2 l 2 L Y)'

e (I + y)y+
2

I- IIM-Om
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where F(a; b; c; z) - hypergecmetric fanction. Thus.

lnp -- ~ ~ (m+ 1) a nm/--"s

I C Cr(I--n) ,rii _n)

whera

a- 2 2 2 Y)2 *(yt -Y1J
dy" + |'1 - -

or

/ P = const l- rj' ( - a,,)

Are here left two terms of the expansion of exponent into

series/row, since with fixed/recorded m, n. a and large c second term

is small. The being present here constant, as in the case x=G, it is

equal to unity. This can be comprehended from the following

considerations: in spite of the absence of ideal reflection from the

mirrors of resonator modes of vibration with increase c brace

*hemselvms to the center of mirror, so that in the limit they are

degenerated into the infinitesimally narrow peak, which occupies

position t=O, where the reflecticn coefficient is equal to one.

Therefore with c-oo losses in such a system as before will not bl.

This fact will occur not only for the confocal geometry, but alsc for

any resonator, formed by spherical mirrors of an arbitrary radius

___
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(but not by the flat/plane or to them equivalent) and locating in the

stability region.

Thus, finally ve obtain

,, I +T a- .u (16)
n1l

Page 134.

The corresponding relationship/ratio for the resonator in the form of

infinite bands will be
I. i l-(2n + 1)--1c). (17)

Hence, in particular, for the fundamental oscillation we obtain,

which in this approxiuaticn/approach of loss in the resonator with

th" circular mirrors is two t1ves more.

The account of variable reflection coefficient for the

eigenvalue of equ. (3) leads to the representation
da (2n4 "olc- +a ) +-• + -L (2n + 1);X

1 2 2

In Fig. I and 2 are constructed ac-ording to formulas (5a) and

(Sb) the square moduluses of the eigenvalues v with a=0.5; 1.5; 2.0:

2.5. kre there for the comparison given the values for a-0 and a-1.
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undertaken from work [2].

Fig. 3 gives the eigenfunctions of resonator with the mirrors in

the form of infinite bands for 0-eO 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5 with c=4.

Is evident the increase of effective radius of field distribution

with the post a.

Fig. 4 depicts the results of calculating the square noduluses

lal2 for the same values a.
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Let as note also that the diagram 
of the solution of equ. (3)

and (8) remains previous and 
when a-composite number. A change in the

coefficfent of reflection of mirror accordinq to the law A will be

equivalent in this case tc a usual change in the coefficient of

reflection of mirrors according to the law (j-t2)4 and certain of

thel.r curve.
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0,8 a -,7,3

,, /....-.

a -2,0 40.4.1

0,3 a =.

o01 22 4• =o

.- OrbNocureAbama pa3Aep

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Kay: (1). Relative amplitude. (2). Relative size/dimension.
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If we present the form of the mirrors of symmetrical resonator in the

form z,(x) =.±f(x). z(y)=L--f (y), then it is easy to ascertain that factor
2L 2L

(-t2) jB leads to the curve cf the form of the mirrors of confocal

resonator, dptermined by the relationship/ratio

f(x) = x+ B In(I - x2).
C

- -_____--
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Hence it is apparent that this change in the reflection coefficient

does not answer physically ccrect problem, since with x--)1 the f
divergence of the form of mirror from the plane approaches infinity.

However, as show to Fig. 5, on the larger part of the surface of

mirror (up to 0.8-0.85) the value - 0.7 in (1-xz) comparatively

little differs from x2; therefore it is possible to expect that the

solutions, obtained from (3) and (8) with the composite a, will

satisfactorily describe the resonators, formed by spherical mirrors

of arbitrary radius of curvature.

Fig. 6 and 7 depict the results of calculation for c=3, A=0,

9=2.1, which approximately corresponds to the resonator, formed ty

flat/plane mirrors. There fcr the comparison (broken lines) are

Dresent.d the results for the exact soluticn of flat/plane resonator.

It is evident that the coincidence is satisfactory, with exception of

the behavior of phase on the *dges of mirrcrs.

Prom a theoretical point of view the resonators examined are

interesting in that the integral equation for them is reduced to the

ifferential whose soluticn simpler and with the smll numbers c

(c46) is obtained rapidly by the method of continued fractions. For

large c it is possible to use asymptotic representation.

r - -
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Z0

0j.

0,I

o # ,S . 4 0.5 0.6 0,7 08 0.9 10

Fig. 6.

KPy: (1), gelative amplitude. (2). Relative size/dimension.
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However, from the practical side the resonators with the

variable reflection coefficient from the mirrors make it possible to

obtain the supplementary rarefaction/evacuation of the spectrum. Let

us compare the given results with the rzsults, obtained in work [1],

where the coefficient of reflection of mirrors is accepted by that

changing according to the lawe-(--) . In the approximation/approach in
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question for thi ccnfocal r.scnator accordingly (1 we have

: ~I- l-(n+ I)7L.

Comparing this expression with (17), we seq that with a>2 it is

possible to ensure large selectivity. In wcrk ( ] the parameter a

defines simultaneously both the character of a change in the

reflection coefficient and effective size/dimension of mirrors (i.e.

parameter c). In this case there is one additional parameter, namely

a. Since the value a is inexpedient to select too large, thcn it is

clear that the law of a change in the selectivity little is sensitive

to the law of a change in the ccefficient of reflection of mirrors.

For the comparison of sel.ctivity with the nonconfocal

geometries (in this case with the composite ones a)it is necessary in

formula (15) to take into account the members of order 'h:.

The authors are grateful to L. A. Weinstein for the attenticn to

the work.

9- ' " I
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Fig. 7.

Key: (1) . Relative phase deg. (2). Relative size/dimenision.
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Method of the study of complex waveguida junctions with one or

sevaral regions of communication.

S. V. Butakova.

Is obtained the formula of the scattering matrix of th3

connections of regular waveguides with the heterogeneities, which

makes it possible to perform the calculation of different plumbing on

the computer(s) with any preset accuracy. lire brought out the

particular formulas of the scattering matrices of several

devices/equipment SVCh in rectangular wavoguide with waves i...

Introduction.

In different waveguida diagrams extensively is used slotted

bridge (1, 2] and waveguide development on 1800 [2]. The simplest

slotted bridgm :onsists of the pair of rectangular waveguidas of

identical height, which have th.e general/ccmmon/tctal narrow wall,

theoretically infinitely thin, from which is distant the cut by
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length L. Formed thus wide waveguide by length L call region

connections/comatnications. During the specific selection of the

relationships/ratios betweqn the sizes/dimensions of waveguides, the

length of the region of ccnnrcticn/communication and the wavelength

two of adjacent arm prove to be untied, and in other two arms

high-frequency anergy is dividel in the preset sense.

Waveguide development can te obtained from the slotted oridge by

installing a short-circuiting plate in the transverse jointing plane

cf wide wivegaide with the narrow ones. In the waveguide development

geometric dimensions are selected from the condition that entire/all

energy from one arm passes int¢ another at the preset wavelength. Are

kncwn ths methods of calculation of these devices/equipment of

simplest form [1, 2].

R~al bridge and development differ from ideal ones in terms of

*he final wall thickness between the narrow waveguides. Furthermore,

for an improvement in the range properties in the bridge and the

development usually provide for elements/cells agreements. As the

latter sometimes are utilized the steps in the region of

connection/conmunication (an abrupt change in the cross section of

wide waveguide). The calculaticn of bridge and development of cDmplex

form is absent.
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For the study of bridge and development let us use the detailed

apparatus of linear-netwcrk tbecry. From the point of view of this

thecry the devices/equipment teing investigated are the multipcles a

number of terminals/grippers of which i3 equal to a total quantity of

taken into consideration its cwn waves in four bridge arms or in two

arms of development. In the thecry of circuits the devices/equipment

dismember to tha separate sufficiently simple elements/cells and by

at first iiny method are det-armined the scattering matrices of these

elem-ants/cells. Then, utilizing connection conditions, find

scattering matrix devices/equipment as a whole [1-6].

Page 141.

Let us divide bridge and development by transverse planes so as

to ssparate/liberate the regular cuts of waveguides from the

heterogeneities. For example, it is possible to isolate two waveguide

joints and regular regions of the wide waveguide of

contection/communication. Let us assume that it was possible to find

the scattering matrices of hetercgeneities, in reference to the

limiting planes. For the determination Df full/total/completa

scattering matrix as conveniently it is accurately necessary to

consider the following spocial features/peculiarities of ths I

connecting waveguides.

- --
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with the incidence/drop on the heterogeneity of any own type cf

waves in the adjacent waveguides is excited denumerable set of

natural waves. Each its own wave is characterized by different from

by another phase velocity (with exception of the degenerate aodes)

Therefore, after covering a distance from cne heterogeneity to

another, each of modes acquires different phase displacement,

proportional to their longitudinal wave number.

In the existing works where is used the analogous method of the

separation of plumbing in the regular and irregular regions,

waveguides were examined in the form of long lines, since was

considered the single propagated transmission mode [7, 8]. This

simplificaticn is useful cnly when the heterogeneities are

arranged/located sufficiently far from each other. The simplificatian

±ndicatabd cannot be used in the case when in the regular waveguides

can be propagated two and acre than waves.

The purpose of this work was the development of the method of

computing the scattering matrix complicated waveguide junction taking

into account special features/peculiarities indicated above and the

use/application of a method fcr obtaining the scattering matrix of

slotted bridge and waveguide development with two *-plane jumps of

cross section in the regicn of connection/communication upon

consideration of the general/common/total wall thickness of two
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waveguiles. In the latter case was utilizfed the exact solution of the

electrodynamic task about the wave diffraction on the edge of the

infinitely thin ideally conducting semi-infinita plate, placed into

infinite rectangular waveguide In parallel to narrow wall. Scattering

matrix of the joint of wide waveguide with two narrow ones in the

transverse plane, passing through the edge of plate. It was obtained

in work (2] by Wiener-Hopf-Foch's method.

General method of the solution of problem.

Lat us examine the waveguide junction, shown in Fig. 1. In the

region of connection/communication S, converge the semi-infiait_

regular waveguiles A, ... , B, ..., C and the cuts of thb regular

waveguides T, V, V ... , which ccnnect S, with the regions of

connection/communication S2, S3, S, ... and having lengths 11, 1, 13

.... Waveguides D, ..., F, ..., G; K, ...0 M, ... , N; P, ..., Q,

R, ..., which converge in S2, $3 , S4, regular, semi-infinite. Small

lettirs in Fig. 1 designated transverse boundary planes, relative to

which are determined the scattering matrices of the regions of

connection/communication S,, 3,, 3, • •

Paqe 1'42.

Let us find the scattering matrix of complicated waveguide

. .. . . . . . . . . ..... .... ...
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junction (Fig. 1) from the kncwn scattering matrices of the regicns

of connection/communication, the longitudinal wave numbers of its own

waves of the waveguides of ccnnection/communication T, V, W ... and

the preset lengths i,, £2 1.3

By inalogy with works [3, 6] lit as compose of the coefficients

of girders 1 , 32, 93 ... comrcund matrix/die S. It are conveniently

composed so that it would be possible to break into the cages by the

horizontil and vertical solid lines, which separate/liberate thc

submatrices, which relata to the boundary planes of semi-infinite

waveguides, from the submatrices, which relate to the boundary planes

of the waveguides of ccnnecticn/communication. In accordance with

that nresented compound matrix/die S. can be presented in the form

' f the cell matrix/die:
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I it .. . . . . . .. Z, 1, 2. p. p + .. . . . .. 2p;
a. b.c.d.f,g,k,m.np,q,r, to. v, w, T

b ;, 0O 0 i 1oojo

d It ' 0 0 0

m 0 0 . 0 0 1n 0

z 0 1 0 0 0 0

1: 0 -0joI ra
z , 0 01 0

S I 0 o
_ _ I - , Io(:.

0 0 ' 0 0 0- I I I , _,,_oo _

- - - I

Herq y , . . -the cages of matricoas/dips , $, , . indices a

relate to the bcundiry planes of semi-infinite waveguides; indizes 0

- to tha boundary planes of thq waveguides of

connection/com unicati on.

Page 143.

In the designation of matrix/die Sc is introduced dual

numbering for the rows and the cclumns. The series/row of numbers I,

11, ... , Z(Z-0-1 belongs to the amplitulas of its own waves from thz

lowcst to the high ones in the boundary planes semi-infinite

- - w ... .. -- - _ _
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waveguides. Series/rows 1, 2, ... , p and pl, ... , 2p (p--a-) relate

to the amplitudes of their own waves in the limiting planes of the

wavpguidas of connection/communication (t, v, w,... and T, 0, t

respectively). if tha values of values Z and p are final, then this

means that in the sami-infinite wavpguides it is taken into

considaration in sum of Z of its own wavws, and in the waveguides of

connection/communicaticn - r cf their own waves.
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r P

Pig. 1.
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Equations for the amplitudes of th _ incident (+) an reflected

(-) their own waves in the bourdary planes of regular waveguides take

thp form:

t2)

Here Cj+ t -,C- cell matrix columns:
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. .. U (3)

U, -U, -U J-'J

vher4 (!i - a, b, .. , 0, ) - the matrix columns,

Plaments/zells of which are the amplitudes of their ovn waves in the

appropriate boundary planes.

To matrix .aqu. (2) must he superimposed connection conditions,

in ordar to exclude voltages OU',LC. These conditions must consider the

special features/peculiarities cf the connecting vaveguides,

indicated in tha intrcduction. In contrast to [ 3, 6], connecticn

conditions for the regular waveguides r, V, 9 ... let us record in

the form:

U; (4)

w he rq

VT
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e'
T1

' 0 .

0=I 0 e .'z  . .

0er 000 eo irat
e 0 0
0 e' 0

= 0 eIVh. 0 ( )

: 0

efu 0 0
O e""4' 0

S0 0 eisO 5

T,, V,, W (i=1, 2 .. ,) - longitudinal numbers of modes in vavequides T,

V, W. Let us designate

0 V 0 (6)

*0

Page 145.

if there is a single waveguide of the connection/communica:ion

by length 1, in which is considered only one transmission mode witn

the longitudinal wave number T, cell matrix/die (6) is converted int)

the known scattering matrix of long 1in-? with the electrical length

- -. ,-. .*, . ,
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e=T1 [time function exp (-iwt) ]:

eI  0 "(a

By analogy it is possible to name/call the infinite square cell

quasi-diagonal matrix/die 0, preset by expression (6) taking into

account (5), th3 scattering matrix of the waveguides of

connection/communicaticn.

Taking into account designations (5), (6) the conditions of

connection/communication (4) let us record in the form:

Ut=~U~. 7)

After substituting equalities (7) into the system of equ. (2),

we eliminate fields in the waveguides of ccnnection/communication. As

a result we obtain the unknown matrix/die S of complicated wave; uide

circuit (Fig. 1):

+ 3a09",(8)

After excludIng voltages u; from 3ystem (2) with the aid of

conditions (4), we obtain voltages on the boundary planes of the

waveguidas of the ccnnection/ccmmunication:

Up-Ft+F-.[ -91r)lga 9
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whir, 1 - unit matrix, order of matrix/lia 0-'.

Use/application of the obtained results to special cases.

&. System, depicted in Pig. 1, when single vaveguide of

connection/communicaticn is present, is converted into

device/equipment of type of directicnal coupler (Fig. 2a), which is

extensively used in different waveguide diagrams.

Page 1L46.

For this case

-T =10

Matrix/die T let us name/call scatterings of regular waveguide.

Th? matrix elements of scattering the connection with one waveguide

of connection/ccmmunication, dqoictfd in Fig. 2a, can be found from

the formulas:

PA 3dh : IT- 3'") QT) 0i- (T b). (13)

3' 3'9+ (T3 (14)

It is not lifficult to see that equalities (1l)-(14) are
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suitable for the determinaticn cf the cages of matrix/die of the

junction of two regioes of connection/communication independant cf a

quantity of semi-infinite waveguides, which converge in regions SI,

S2.
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B. Some concrete/specific/actual embodiment of system with one

wavegui!9 of connection/communlcation are represented in Fig. 2b, c,

d. Are given I-plane secticns cf three levices/equipment on

rectangular waveguides. The transverse plane z=O in these

devices/squipment is the jointing plane of two narrow waveguides with

the wide; this joint we will ccr.sider the first region (here - by

- .__ _ _
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plane) of connection/communicaticn.

The scattering matrix of jcint z=O in the designations rf figure

2b is written/recorded in the form

31111Ei (Mm)1 {Nm)l 1R
S,.- E"; S=: (Mn) l(Nn) 1j(Rn) (5

In the right matrix/die stand the dsignations of cages from

work [2], in which were obtained the formulas for from the

computation.

Th second region of connection/communication Fig. 2b depicts by

certain heterogeneity in cne cf the narrow waveguides with the

scattering matrix 3.:

s" = (16)

The calculation of this device/equipment is conducted according

to formulas (11)-(14), where they are done:

A-1l; B.-11; D, G-111l,
a- I; b8-2; d, z- 3.

Uniar condition 1-0OTz7. In this case tha formulas of
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matrices/dies Si', sitl , sit', become analogous to expressions (2) -

(4) work [L4], by the obtained method of the genralized scattering

matrix. If load is the ideally r4flecting wall, then matrix elements

are represented in the fern

Thpn with t=o from formulas (11)-(1I) are obtained the cages of

thq scattering matrix of stap in the wavaguide (joint of the wide

waveguide I with narrow II):

arumnan . + 311 .9S (17)

where with A=I, II a=1.2; with B=I, II b=1.2.

The fcrmulas cf matricps/di-s 1*, '*** steps, obtained from

(17), are analogous to equalities (32), (33) work [4]. However, the

full/total/complate matrix/die of step in work (4] was not

determined.
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C. In simplest slotted bridge, depicted in Fig. 2c, second

region of connection/communicat cn is mirror reflection of joint z=O.

In accordance with the designaticns, aczepted by Fig. 2c, th&

scattering matrices of joints take the form
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3 ( .11 t2 (M ) I(,M)(Rr) 3 T [S 13 k
{fsI Mn)l{(Nz)J (Rn) (1 J~ 8)

The cages of the scattering matrix of the simplest slotted

bridge are determined by formulas (18), (11)-(14), in which it is

necessary to replace in accordance with the designations in Fi . 2c:

W' npH A = 1. 11 a = 1, 2; O npif B =1 , 11 b = 1. 2 1.(9QnpH D=III, IV d=3, 4; Gtp / 0111, IV g=3, 4 (

Key: (1). with.

Th_ waveguide davelopment by 1800 in Fig. 2d differs from the

slotted Dridga only in terms of presence of the short-circuiting

cross connection instead of joint z=L. in this case (11) - (14) is

obtained the expression fcr the detgrmiqiation of the cages of the

scattering matrix of the simplest development:

, = - > +"Y-' T T , (2o)

where with A=I, II a=1.2, with B=I, II b=1.2.

In work (2] by the experiment of repeated re-reflection and

mutual transformations of its own waves in the region of thi

connaction/communicaticn cf bridge and 4evelopment with the ident3cal

narrow waveguides obtained elements/cells with indices of tn4 11
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following cages of scattering matrices:

(1) MX MOCT8 S1 = " El. Sill = 2l l I E1, , . I I[ 1, -.- , -N. (21)
(VAi pasaopora S,. = EN, Sil I =

Key: (1). for the bridge. (2). for development.

In equalities (21) to the right stand designations of work (2].

Let us note that the menticned method of the generalized scattering

matrix [4] so, the account of the re-reflection of single the mode

betwaan two vaveguide joints (7, 8], is a special case of the method

cf the study of repeated re-reflection and mutual transformations of

waves on hpterogeneities [2]. In the first two methods are not

considered the mutual transformaticns of modes that it does not give

the. possibility to conduct the calculation of the devices/.quipment,

which consist of the heterogeneities, connected by the cuts of the

regular waveguides of finite small length. At the same time the

investigation, made in work [2], can be considered the illustration

of the general physical laws, described by formulas (8), (9) this

work.
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D. From formulas (8), (9) as special case escape/ansue

expr~ssions for scattering matrix of junction of linear multipcles -

(7.111), (7.113) in monograph (3]. Let in the sami-infinite

U _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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wavequides of the system Fig. 1 it calculate on the basis of on = own

type of waves, and in the waveguides of connection/communicaticn T,

V, W-f, (g-f), (p-g) waves respectively. If the length of the

vaveguides of conaacticn/coamunication is made equal to zero, then

for this system equivalent diagram will take the form, shown in Fig.

3a. For the case

01-, = [0I6]
in question.

It is obvious that in this formula the order of matrices/dies

9-L and 1 is identical, and the order of matrix/die 1"half the order
of matr,'x/die 9-1.

Tiking into iccount (6b) formulas (8), (9) take the form:

3= 3 34T -30)-' 3ft (22)-

, ( [r+ t' (r- ' G ] . (23)

Formulas (22), (23) differ from (7.111), (7.113) only in terms

of the presence of the square matrix/die F instead of introduced in
a

this work matrix/die 1.

mmF
.r i -1n
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G y 1 " -- *

C A

T-

A'-

Pig. 3.
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Mitrix elements 7 are unity and zAro, moreover unity ralat, to

the terminals/grippers, which are subject to the

connection/communication betyeon themselves; remaining coefficients

ar-. 9qual to zero. Taking into account that in Fig. 3a are connected

tqrminals/grippers I and p+1, 2 ind p 2, ,.., p and 2p, we note that

for this numbering matrix/die F is equal to 1. The formula, which

-r -------- ~-- '
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consid?.s repeated wave diffractions around the bodies of complix

form, obtained in [5] by the method of scattering matrices, differs

from (22) only in terms of the designations of the matrices/dies of

partial heterogeneities and in terms of matrix/die s (instead :f 1),

which makes sense of value F.

E. Expressions (11)- (14) it is not difficult to usa for

calculating scattering matrix system of two multipoles, ccnnected

with cuts of long lines with an electrical length of 0,=T1,/, where

i=1. 2, ... # p (Fig. 3b). For this in (11)-(14) it is necessary to

initroduce the replacement:

e'61 C 0

0 e"' 0
T 0 0 ea . (24)

A finally special case of the reference system, depicted in Fig.

1, is the multipole to which are connected the quadrupoles by the

cuts of long lines (Fig. 3c). The scattering matrix of the i

quadrupole let us designate F1, the elqctrical length of the

correspcnding long line of ccmmunications 91 (i=1, 2, ... , p).

The formula of the scattering matrix of the system, depicted in

Fig. 3c, wc will obtain from expressions (6), (8) by replacement
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8-.. where 6. is preset by equality (24) . If in the casa of

connection/communication of two multipol-s (Fig. 3b) in compound

matrix/die (1) at places 8
1. £tik stand corresponding indexes i, k

of the cage of the matrices/dies of Multipoles-S2 , 13..., then for

the case of Fig. 3c at the places of compound matrix/die indicated

stand number-elemants/cells of the square matrices/dies of second

order rT-

The syst9m, depicted Fig. 3b, and also a special case of the

zero length of all lines (L;=C) in Fig. 3c examines in F 1]. However,

there the analysis conducted is very complex.

Taking into account that outlined above, it is possible to make

the conclusion that formulas (6), (9) q.neralize the results of thr

theczy of linear multipolps [3, 6] and long lins with loads C 1], and

also the method of the generaliz.d scattering matrix [i] and account

of repeated diffractions with the aid of the scattering matrices (5]

to the calculation of comlicated regular circuits with the

heteroge neities.

F. Lat us usa described mthod to ietermination of scattering

matrix of slotted bridge and aveguide development with thick

internal wall and ste.ps in regicn of connection/communication. In

Fig. 4S, is shown the section of bridge in plans H. Waveguida.

r - -
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develonment we will obtain from this bridge, after supplying shr)tting

device in the plane r-.

Page 151.

During the darivaticn of the formulas of the scattering matrices

of such devices/equipment lat us take as the base the scattering

matrix of the waveguide joint, shown in Fig. 4a in plane z=O.
Scattering matrix cf this joint was detruined by formula (15). The

scattering matrix of joint z=1 in Pig. 4a let us determine in

accordance with the designaticns, accepted by this figure, in the

form

o , |(MmI(N)1R) 1
- 1=1~_ (i{Nn) I f{Rnz)

S S Sj (Mr) I (ANr} (Pr)

In aquality (25) index I is set ir order ro emphasize a

diffpran-a in tae geometric dimensions Df joints z=O, z=1 in Fig. 4a.
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I2 _ I

z

Fi. 2

ag 52.
z z

FiLg. 4.
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Lat us use formulas (11)-(14) to the devics/equipment, depicted

in Fig. 4a. Taking into account designations (15), (25) with L=O we

will obtain the formulas of the cages of the scattering matrix of the

transition/junction of widR uaveguide to three narrow ones:
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AB - 34 + 3a§" (T - 3- 3J')-' 3'b,

u. rae npl A = I, 11 a = 1, 2, a TaKKe npH A = III, IV a = 3, 4,

cj)npH B=I, II b= 1, 2, (J np B=I1, IV b=3. 4;
-AO = O (.-"t") - l ,

0 rAe npH A =I. I a= 1, 2, a raq' e flpH A =I1, IV a = 3, 4

nPH G1=11, IV g=3, 4 fnNp, G= 1, II g= 1. 2

Key: (1). where with. (2). and also with. (3). with.

Let us place shorting device into the(verage/mean narrow

waveguide of the joint of three uaveguides with one wide, as shown in

Fig. 4b. With I=0 this dpvice/qquipment is converted into the joint

of wide waveguide with two by narrow ones, that have thick

general/common/total wall. Tte scattering matrix of joint with the

thick wall (Fig. 4b, 1=0) lot us designite R. After using formulas

(1l)-(14), taking into account (26) we obtain the cages of matrix/dic-

K:

R n =B T - ,AI (T + 31V IV)-' SIYE ,  (27)

where A, B=I, II, III.

Supplementary indices 1 are set in (27) in order to note that

matrix/die K is determined fc: the joint with a width of the narrow

wavequides of k, and ni and with a thickniss of wall of m i.

Let us now place shorting devices into two extreme narrow
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waveguides, as shown in Fig. qe.. With 1=0 we obtain steps in th.

wvaguide in plane H (coupling the waveguides of identical height and

different width). Let us desigilate the scattering matrix of this

* coupling by symbol L. After using formula (22), we obtain expressions

for matrix/die L:

S2 IS2

Indi.es 2 V (28) correspond to the width of the narrow wavBguide

M2 and to the heights of .ctep. k2, nz (Fig. m), moreover

k 1 +2 +4" 1+k 2+M 2 + 20

After substituting the cages of matrix/die into formulas

(11)-(14), we obtain expressicns for the cages of the scattering

matrix M of the vaveguide branching off, shown in Fig. 4d:

IVIV = LVIV + LI 1 ( R,,) IT-(tR")(T Z")!-KI -TruIv)

Xllv B = 7Wv 1 F- (T L") (TK"~ ClTR' 8TTBI
V,, RIV., - (7 R"I (fl)1-1 (Pt' IV) 1 (29)

AB= R+RAIT Z1-( ")( R")-- (T R'8

where A, B=II, III.
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Utilizing again formulas (11)-(14) for series connection of

- - .- * Ii
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identical joints with matrix/die L, shown in we obtain

the unknown scattering matrix of 9-plane slotted bridge with tha

thick intarnal wall and the steps in the region of the

connection/communication:

A18 = AD AT T(oTWD
10" M MT (tMi1)i r0 7 iT) (T. "R" ( ~T

AO = MAT I I_ (7;0 T~f (T' M)' I~~jG)f(

where T=IT; A, B=I, II or III, IV; with A=I, II G=III, IV; with

A=III, IV G=I, II.

The scattering matrix of waveguide development with the thick

internal wall and the stepped ccntraction of the region of

connection/communicaticn in plane H is determined from the expression

where T=IV: A, B=I, II.

At zonclusicn of present section it is necessary to emphasize

that method examined here of cciputing the scattering matrices

complicated plumbing is based cn repeate.d use of one and the same

algorithm, determined by formula (8).

This order of :omputaticn is v-ry convnient for the rialization

on the computer(s) , since it requires tha use of one routin . for

calculating the most varied plumbing.
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Conclusion

1. In the present work is obtained scattering matrix of

complicated waveguide junction ¢f regular waveguides with several

regions of conn!ction/communication. In the method in question the

calculation of the scattering matrices of different complicated

vaveguide junctions is conducted by repeated use of one and the sam.

algorithm, convenient for the calculation on the computer(s).

2. It is shown that known results of theories of connected

linear multipolas ard long lines with loads, and also method of

generalized scattering matrix ard account of repeated diffractions

with the aid of scattering matrices can be obtained from scattering

matrix of complicated waveguide 4unction as special cases.

3. Are brcught out fcrmulas of scattering matrices:

- joint of wide waveguide with three narrow, that have

infinitely thin ccumon walls;

- regular waveguide with Ju!F of cross section;
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- thick metallic semi-infinite plate, situated in rectangular

waveguida in parallel to narrow wall:

- slotted bridge and waveguide development with thick wall

between narrow waveguides and two irregularlyly cross section in

region of connaction/communication.

In conclusion the author expresses gratitude to G. A. Yevstropov

for the discussion of the manuscript of article.

-i ~- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Three-stage commutation field of the system of the repeated use cf

short-wave receiving antennas.

V. D. Chelyshev.

Three-stage commutation systems ara examined taking into account

tho special features/peculiarities, which escape/ensue from the

admissibility of simultaneous ccnnection to one antenna of the group 41

of receivers. The fundamental ckaracteristics of three-stage

commutition fields are given in the comparison with the single-stage

field of the same capacity/capacitance.

Introduc tion.

The numerous specific special features/peculiarities of

short-wave radio communicaticn lead to the need for having radio

centers with a maximally possible number of simultaneously serviced

correspondents (frequencies and routings) with the minimally

necessary number of antennas. The important composite/compound

compon3ct part :f this radio center is th4 system of th.3 repcated us;.

of antennas with the developed ccamutation field, which ensure the
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mutual commutaticn of the inputs of recaivers and antenna

introductions/input3 [ 1]. j

In the general case of substances the process of operation any

of the receivers can be required any of the antennas independent of a

number of already established/installed junctions, i.e. switching

system must be sufficiently flexible, fully accessible. On the other

hand, under difficult conditicts of shortwave communication, in the

connection/communication with the highly mcbila objects and in other

cases is required the sufficiently frequent cross-communicaticn of

antqnnas up to the automatic selection, i.e. switching system must be

sufficiently high speed, operaticnal. Best in this respect would be

the fully accessible system of operational commutation. However, this

system always cannot be realized, especially at the radio centers of

great capacity. Furthermore, this diagram is characterized by the

large redundancy of commutaticn points, it requires complicated

feeder separation and it is deprived of the universality of the

use/application at the radio centers of a different

capacity/capacitanc3. To virtually each receiver for the

-longation/exteat relative to the prolonged intervals of time is

necessary operational commutaticn from the limited, small number of

antennas with the noncperational, but fully accessible replacement cf

this set/dialing of antennas. In other words, acceptable should he

counted system with the operaticnal not entirely accusable
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commutation and the nonoperaticnal fully accessible commutation cf

antennas.

Page 156.

Let us designate througb M a maximum number of simultaneously

serviced frequencies and routings (recpivers), and through N -

maximum number of antennas of radio center (antenna

introductions/inputs). We will be orientad toward value of N, which

reaches hundred and more, and at value of N, which reaches several

ten.

General/zommon/total characteristic of three-stage fully accessible

commuta+icn field.

In the simplest case for guaranteping total accessibility and

effectiveness of ccmnutation it suffices tc have common single-stage

commutator with a capacity/capacitance of field of NxN, as shown in

Fig. 1. However, it is not always possible to use in the practice

this solution. First, the fulfillment of ccmmutator with values of 4,

N: 30'40 is connected with the serious onas (1). In the seccnd place,

this commutator is deprived of the univsrsality of its

use/application at the radio centers of different

capacity/capacitanca. Thirdly, although a similar single-staqe
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liagram has the smallest number cf coupling feeders, the lengths of

most numerous group M of the coupling feeders of a

commutatr- receiver are large. Fourthly, diagram is charactarized by

the large redundancy of commutation points. Therefore at the radio

centers more frequently is applied the 3ingle-stage diagram, which

includes not one, but several (k) commutators of small amount of

capacitance M'xNV with M'< and NI<N, as shown in Fig. 2.
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KK

N' I

(V-k#V'

PUC. I

Puc. 2

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Key: (1). To the inputs of receivers. (2) . To antenna

introd uc tions/in puts.

Page 157.

Antpnna introductions/inputs for the saparate commutators ara
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obtained from the outputs of the splitters of the power of antenna

amplifi.rs, and a number of these introductions/inputs considerably

increases. With N'<N the diagram is deprived of total accessibility.

In order to expand the possibilities of diagram and to draw it nearer

the fully accessible, increase the capacity/capacitance of

commutators in input (N'-N), run supplementary feeders from the

splittars Dower to the commutators and between the separate

commutators. As the final result taking into account the possibility

of the aanual cross-co mmunicaticn of antennas with the aid of the

supplementary feeders the diagram approaches in its commutation

characteristics single-stage fully accessible, being inferior to it

in a number of coupling feeders and in the possibilities of the

automation of the processes cf ccmmutation.

From the theory of fully accessible ccmmutation systems it is

known that more effective in cc¢parison with the single-stage is

thre?-stage system (2]. Its block diagram is given in Fig. 3 and is

commutation field with a capacity/capacitance of MxN with M4N,

consisting of the totality of the separate commutators of small

amount of capacitance, grouped into three cascades/stages. For

guaranteeing of total accessibility and effectiveness of commutation

it is necessary to satisfy the following conditions:

a) in the first cascade/staje to bogin to operate 1/n
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commutators by capacity/capacitance [nx(2n-1) ] each;

b) in the second cascade/stage to begin to operate (2n-1)

commutators by capacity/capacitance C ([/n) x(N/n) ] each;

C) in the third cascade/stage to begin to operate N/n

commutators by capacity/capacitance [ (2n-1)xn] each;

d) interstage junctions tc satisfy in such a way that each

commutator of the pravious cascade/stage on the output would have at

least one junction with each ccamutator of the subsequent

cascade/stagp on the input.
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* Fig. 3.

Pag( 158.

Here n - cartain commutaticn number whose sense will be

clarified below.

Th. listinctive special feature/psculiarity of the commutation

field of the system of the rereated use of antennas consists in the

fact that in it, as a rule, always M>&, a number of receivers exceeds

a number of antannas, but the connection of receiver with the antenna

remains available independent cf a number of already connected to

this antenna receivers.

Because of these special features/peculiarities structural

e 8~----
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diagram in Fig. 3 retains its fcrm, also, with M>N, but by the force

of inequality f>N a capacity/capacitance of the commutators of the

second cascade/staga and a number of commutators of the third

cascade/stage decrease (3].

Let us examine the most difficult case. assume it is necessary

to carry out a connection betueen an i- receiver, connected to one of

the commutators of the first cascade/stage, and a j- antenna,

connectel to one of the commutators of the third cascade/stage.

,noreovr to (n-i) receiver cf t1a ccmmutator of the first

cascade/stage in question is already connected (n-i) antenna, none of

which is r.quirad for an i-receiver, and (n-1) antenna of the

commutator of the third cascade/stage in question is distributed on

the receivers, which form part cf other commutators of the first

cascade/stage. All connections from that examined/considered of the

commutators of the first cascade/stage and to that

: xamined/considered the ccmutatcrs of the third cascade/stage pass

through the different commutatcrs of the second cascade/stage. Then a

number of occupied commutators of the second cascade/stage, through

which it is possible tc carry cut ij connection in question, composes

2(n-1)-2n-2. Since in the seccad cascade/stage will begin to operate

(2n-1) commutator, thpn remains one additicnal commutator, through

which it is possible to carry out the raquiring ij connection.

i.
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We analyze function of total numbeC of commutation points of the

system T3 (M, N, A) in questicn depending on the commutation

parameter n at the given ones by it and N. From the diagram in Fig. 3.

T8  [n-(2n -1)- (2n-1)rA +--[(2n--
\n n , a

=(2n - )(M -N+ -) (I

Let us introduce designaticn !Zo=MN/(I+N) and will consider that in

the single-stage diagram T1=MN, then equ. (1) will take the form

7Ts .(2n- ) I- (1a)

no )

Page 159.

of greatest interest is three-stage diagram with a minimum

number of commutation points T311,. Investigating equality (la) to ths

qxtremum, we will obtain the equaticn of form.

- O. (2)

This iquation has the uniqu, solution, which satisfies the physical

realizability of diagram (rcct cf equation has real positive value

moreover n>1) at the value of discrimin&nt .n6(27-40).<0. ioe. with
106(2 -4n2<,0 e

no>2o6. Ths approximately optimum value of commutation parameter

n=n,.. at which occurs a minimum number of commutation points, can be

defi.ned as [1:.

nI t-- cos - v -- arc cos -3)
13 t 3

"~

• ' ,., m + . 4

- " II III-i
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In the concrete/specific/actual diagram of commutation field

valug n must be not only whole, but also ccmmon multiple for M and N.

In this case values M and N are rounded off to the appropriate

nearest values toward the increase (by this is considered a promising

increase in the capacitance of radio center), and value n,., and T3,"

it is possible to determine from the approximate equalities, valid

already with no>,.5:.

"?on. flO - ,(3a)

TUM--=4I .MN (M+N)

since valuas n it is necessary to round off during the

development of one or the other diagram, then is of interest

dependence . n n which it is easy to obtain from the equ. (1,
T3 NOI

la; 3 and 3a) in tha precise and approximate form:

r ,_ _ .. ( 2 n --1 ) 1 4 4

n- (4)

ME2N

. T3  I 2,--- I!- " °n \

To.. 2 2%-1

Functional dependences (4) and (4a) show that change n with

respect to no within relatively wide limits from n=1.7 no to n=0.5 no

and less leads to an increase in the number of commutation points not

more than by 25o/o.

Page 160.

- - -_____
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Furthermore, for values of n0 =4 8 more idvantageous is rounding n

toward decrease, since in this case a number of commutation points

increases sore slowly than with the rounding to the large side.

Let us examine conditions, with which three-stage commutaticn

field has the totil number of commutation points T3 , is less than the

single-stage fiall, which has Tj=.N, i.e. when Tt/T> .. For the

optimum three-stage diagram taking into account (1a) and (3a) we will

obtain

s am , 2 (5)
12%n+--J)-I-+-2

In the most important for the practice cases wh.n nono'T,

4-'5, we find

n: (5a)
Ts. 2 (2n" - 1) 4

Condition (5a) shows that the threA-stage commutation field

becomes qquival3nt to singl.-stage or m3re profitable according to a

number of commutation points at valu" z. n0 >4, where .- '

Since in the system of the reFeated usp of antennas .4>N, i.e. M-=kN,

k>1, then it is possible to record:

-MN-n(I++k. -6)
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Analyzing equ. (6), it is possible to note that three-stage

r "commutation field profitably according to a number of commutation

points, beginning from the initial capacitance of radio center

T1 =MN=10 (for example, MxN=E4x16), but at values of T=6*10 (for

axample, MxN=192x32) three-stage diagram provides gain in a number of

commutation points not less than 1.5-2.0 times. The noted advantages

do not exhaust the possibilities of thrae-stage diagrams. Taking into

account the specific character of the work of the system of the

repeated use of antennas, it is possible to an even greater degree to

realize gain in a total number cf commutation points. Let us pause at

onk of tha possible versions of this perfection cf three-stage

diagram.

Three-stage commutaticn field from the limited by accessibility

operational commutation.

The thrpe-stage diagram examined provides total accessibility

and effectiveness of commutation at any moment of time and

independent of a number of established/installed connections.

Page 161.



"his onerattonal total accessibilitv o" con.utation for the s,,stems

of the reneated u5 of short-wave antennas is not necesar',. To each

receiver and to their even group i.with tht similar conditions - (

accordin7 to the connection/communication during7 those relatively

extended segments of time it is necessar-i to have only a limited set

o0 antennas for operative commutation and automatic selection. In a

sinrle-stage circuit as a result of the imnoss±bilit of providing

comnlete aesessibilitof commutation .ith a lar-e initial catacitr of

the radio center an attemot is made to use senarate corrnutators .7ith

the maxinum nossible canacit",. in a somnletel, accesstble three-stare

circuit it is not necessar'r to select individual hih-canacitv

cormutators. Thus each commutator of the first stame, which endures

direct cortnutation of the receiver tnuts, can be selected with the

nu-ber of Innuts n In this case at an,, .ioment of tire

to each receiver is available any of

i:A
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ths availablp by N antennas. Taking into account the possibility of

selecting the receivers in such small groups according to the

principle of the similarity of conditions according to the

connection/communication, it is possible the same n of antennas to

select not on n, but to the large group of receivers qn with q>1. In

this case there is no possibility to ensure total accessibility cf

commutation for each receiver at any moment of time without any

mechanical reconnection/reconbinaticn to completely ranew set/dialing

from the n antennas on any of the commutatcrs of the first

cascade/stage. Let us examine the simplest case when coefficient q is

selected identical for all ccuuutators of the 1st cascade/stage q=qo.

The structure of the constructicn of diagram remains the same as in

Fig. 3. Will change only a nuvbir and the capacitance of the

commutators of the first and and the se.ond of cascades/stages, Thus,

in the first cascade/stagp must te begun to operate M/qn ccmmutatcrs

by capacitance (qnx(2n-1) ], the secondly - the same (2n-1) of

ccmutator, but by capacitance (P/qn x N/n). Total number of
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commutation points for the changed diagram i

(2n- ) (M+ N 7)

Taking into account that during the composition of the

concrete/specific/actual diagram n it is necessary to round off, we

will be restricted to the examination only of the approximate

solutions. Minimum number of commutation pcints with

n.. = =!/; = ./ ".

q (M+N) .-

it is possible approximately to find frcm the relationship/ratio

_i 4_ (M N 9)

Page 162.

The analysis conducted -atows that the diagram with limited

accessibility of operational ccmmutation with q>1 provides

supplementary gain in a number of commutation points I once in

comparison with the three-stage fully accessible diagram and 41 "
ti

once in comparison with the single-stage diagram. Thus, with q 24

diagram from the limited total accessibility operational commutaticn

becomes profitable than the single-stage, beginning from the initial

capacitance of radio center NxM=1O2 .

The analysis of the three-stage commutation field of thi system

- -7_
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of the repeaed use of antqnnas conducted makes it possible to make

following conclusions.

1. Three-stage commutaticn diagrams include totality Cf

coamutators of small amount of capacitance and differ in terms of

large universality uses/applications at radio centers of most varied

capacitance.

2. Considerable changes in structure of three-stage diagram do

not lead to sharp increase in number of commutaticn points in

comparison with optimum diagram.

3. Optimum fully accessilHe three-stage diagram becomes

profitale according to number of commutation points in comparison

with single-stage, beginning from relatively small initial

capacitance of radio center MxN=-10 3 .

4. Further possible considerable increase in profitability of

three-stage track layouts of cerresponding limitation of total

accessibility of operational commutation.

The given numerical characteristic3 of three-stage diagrass car

serve as base f~r tha selection of the versions of commutation

4iagrams during their comparative evaluaticn according to tha

ij
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operaticnil possibilities, t'he glectrical and operating parameters.
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